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The Pine Tree Mound Site and the Entrada of  
the Hernando De Soto Expedition of 1542
Ross C. Fields
InTroDucTIon
The entrada into Texas of the Hernando de Soto 
expedition in July 1542, which was led by Luis de 
Moscoso after de Soto’s death in June of that year, 
is relevant to the Pine Tree Mound site (41HS15) be-
cause it appears that the site was occupied at that time, 
and the entrada likely followed a path that brought it 
very close to the site. In fact, we hypothesize that the 
Pine Tree Mound site, along with associated villages 
nearby, is specifically mentioned in entrada accounts 
as the province of Nondacao. These may have been 
the forebears of the Nadaco (Anadarko) Caddo, who 
apparently lived in this same area through the first 
quarter of the 19th century (Perttula 1992:175–177) 
before moving west to north-central Texas and then to 
Indian Territory in Oklahoma. The three components 
of this hypothesis deal with the age of the site, the 
route of the entrada, and the persistence of Nadaco 
settlements in this area long after the time of the en-
trada, and these are addressed in turn below.
The Pine Tree Mound site is a Middle to 
Late Caddo period ceremonial and civic center 
in central Harrison County, Texas. It occupies a 
broad upland surface between Potters and Starkey 
creeks, about 7.3 km north of where Potters Creek 
flows onto the floodplain of the Sabine River. The 
site is large, covering an area 800 m east-west by 
720 m north-south. Its most conspicuous features 
are three earthen mounds that stand 0.4 to 2.4 m 
above the modern land surface. The three mounds 
are within an area measuring 210 m east-west by 
150 m north-south. These mounds are associated 
with a possible buried mound, at least five areas 
with off-mound structures, a plaza, and at least one 
cemetery. Together, these constitute the core of the 
site, measuring about 360 m both east-west and 
north-south and covering 27 acres. This core area is 
owned by The Archaeological Conservancy.
Test excavations in 2004 identified eight possible 
associated village areas ringing the core on the west, 
and Prewitt and Associates, Inc., conducted intensive 
excavations at three of these in 2006–2007 under a 
contract with the Sabine Mining Company. These ex-
cavations uncovered the remains of dozens of houses, 
as well as outside activity areas, middens, and 27 hu-
man burials. Analysis of the wealth of data recovered 
from the site is ongoing and will not be finished for 
several years. This article provides a preview of one 
of the topics that the analysis will address.
THE AGE oF THE PInE TrEE 
MounD SITE
The 26 radiocarbon dates obtained from the 
Pine Tree Mound site as a result of the 2004 testing 
(this number will change dramatically once dates are 
obtained from the 2006–2007 excavations) indicate 
that occupation of the site could have started as early 
as A.D. 1300 and extended throughout the A.D. 
1400s (Figure 1). Based on the dates, occupation 
through the A.D. 1500s and well into the A.D. 1600s 
is possible, although using radiocarbon evidence to 
identify a terminal date for occupation is a problem 
because of the nature of the calibration curve. Us-
ing the two-sigma calibrated results, none of the 14 
assays with intervals in the A.D. 1500s–1600s are 
restricted to this period; all also have intervals in 
the A.D. 1400s. Figure 2 illustrates this problem. 
It shows the calibration graph for an assay with 
a conventional radiocarbon age of 310 ± 40 B.P. 
While this age provides two intercepts (A.D. 1530 
and 1550) that bracket the time of the entrada, the 
wriggle in the curve and its shallow slope make it 
impossible to get a calibrated date range that centers 
narrowly on A.D. 1542, either at one or two sigma. 
The two-sigma date range is almost 200 years, A.D. 
1470–1660, and thus not much help in resolving 
chronological issues. At one sigma, however, the 
assay produces two ranges at A.D. 1510–1600 and 
1620–1650, which make occupation at the time of 
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the entrada, or even afterwards, plausible. The 2004 
excavations yielded two 310 B.P. assays: one from 
what appears to be a burned floor associated with 
an early construction episode in Mound B, and one 
from an area interpreted as containing the remains of 
one or more burned ceremonial structures just north 
of Mound B. Hence, it appears that use of the core 
part of the site for ceremonies may have continued 
well into the 16th century, if not beyond.
No non-native artifacts that would indicate 
contemporaneity of occupation at the Pine Tree 
Mound and the entrada, such as the small brass bell 
and glass chevron-style bead found at the Parkin site 
along the entrada route in Arkansas (Morse 1993), 
have been found at the Pine Tree Mound site, either 
during the 2004 and 2006 excavations or during 
the many episodes of surface collection by avoca-
tional archeologist Marshall McIntosh starting in the 
1980s. Of course, no entrada-related items have been 
found anywhere in East Texas, and it is true that by 
the time the expedition reached Texas, it had been 
in the New World for over three years, endured a se-
ries of major and minor battles, and lost almost half 
its men. By that point in their journey, expedition 
members may not have had many European-made 
items to leave behind.
Two kinds of artifacts recovered in the 2006–
2007 excavations beg some explanation, however. 
Figure 1. Graph of the calibrated radiocarbon dates (two-
sigma) from the 2004 excavations at the Pine Tree Mound 
(41HS15).
Figure 2. Graph of the radiocarbon calibration curve and a 310 B.P. assay.
The first, and more easily dealt with, consists of 
three gunflints, two of dark gray English chert and 
one of local chert. While these do reflect use of the 
site in the early historic era, they do not relate to use 
in the time of the entrada, as firearms used by de 
Soto’s men would have been of the matchlock vari-
ety and not employed flints (Jay C. Blaine, personal 
communication 2007).
The second class consists of a single ceramic 
vessel from a grave (Figure 3). It is of a form often 
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called a chalice, which some researchers have sug-
gested represent native-made copies of stemmed 
vessels (wine glasses, cups, and goblets) carried 
by members of the entrada (Perttula 1992:27; 
Turner 1978:98–100). These vessels are not at all 
common, with just five other published examples 
from the following sites1: Tuck Carpenter and 
Johns in Camp County; Frank Smith in Upshur 
County; Mattie Gandy Farm in Franklin County; 
and either Spencer in Upshur County or Susie Slade 
in Harrison County (Jackson 1938:99, 105; Pert-
tula 2006:56, 95; Thurmond 1990:155–158; Turner 
1978:98–100). The restricted area over which these 
vessels have been found (Figure 4), the proximity 
of this area to the likely route of the entrada, the 
fact that all appear to be from Late Caddo contexts, 
and the absence of an earlier tradition for making 
such vessels among the Caddo, all would support 
the contention that they were inspired by vessels 
brought by the Spanish. Also supporting this idea 
is the fact that all six vessels look like essentially 
traditional forms (five bowls and one bottle) with 
stemmed bases simply attached to their bottoms. 
The context that the Pine Tree Mound site chalice 
came from (Feature 8.1085) produced no other 
artifacts that would prove a historic age. The grave 
contained no historic materials, and the seven ce-
ramic vessels other than the chalice look typical of 
the Late Caddo Titus phase (two Ripley Engraved 
bowls with slanted scroll motifs, one plain carinated 
bowl, three Pease Brushed-Incised jars, and one 
red-slipped bottle with an odd engraved design). 
Dating of human bone from the grave could help 
answer the question, although we have not been 
able to obtain permission to do this.
THE rouTE oF THE EnTrADA
A variety of researchers have examined pos-
sible routes for the Moscoso expedition in Texas 
(e.g., Bruseth and Kenmotsu 1993; Hudson 1993; 
Kenmotsu et al. 1993; Perttula 1992:19–27; 
Schambach 1993; Strickland 1942; Swanton 
1985:274–278; Williams 1942; Woldert 1942), a 
task complicated by two things: (1) this part of 
the journey is documented in only the “Elvas” 
(Robertson 1933) and Biedma (Bourne 1904) 
accounts without any corroborating information 
from the Ranjel narrative, which is missing for 
the period after November 1541 and was the “best 
and most detailed of all the de Soto documents on 
the day-to-day movements of the army” (Scham-
bach 1993:79); and (2) what was documented was 
sketchy, perhaps because the much-diminished 
expedition was focused on finding an end to the 
journey rather than recording their movements 
and observations. While some have argued that 
the expedition entered Texas after moving west 
across northern Louisiana, the most-critical stud-
ies conclude convincingly that the army traveled 
across southwestern Arkansas before crossing the 
Red River. While Schambach (1993:86–90) places 
Naguatex, the first Caddo province along the Red 
encountered by the expedition, in southwestern 
Arkansas east of Texarkana, Bruseth and Kenmotsu 
(1993:210–212) conclude it more likely was above 
the Great Bend northwest of Texarkana.
Either way, it is clear that, upon leaving Nagua-
tex, Moscoso and his men followed an existing trail 
southward into Caddo country. This trail likely was 
the Hasinai Trace, which connected Caddo groups 
on the Red River with those living in the Neches and 
Angelina drainages to the south. This trail, known 
as Trammel’s Trace by the 19th century, “extended 
from Fulton, Arkansas southwest through Bowie 
County, crossing the county line at Epperson’s Ferry 
on the Sulphur River. At this point, it proceeded to 
the western Cass County line, passing though the 
community of Hughes Springs, and then turning 
more southeastward toward Jefferson. The trace 
crossed Cypress Creek slightly west of Jefferson and 
made a bend around the eastern side of Marshall, the 
seat of Harrison County. At this point it turned again 
toward the southwest, crossing the Sabine River at 
Figure 3. Chalice from the Pine Tree Mound site 
(41HS15).
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the boundary between Rusk and Panola Counties” 
(Bruseth and Kenmotsu 1993:213). Bruseth and 
Kenmotsu (1993:213) suggest that the first two 
Caddo provinces the expedition encountered after 
leaving Naguatex—Nissohone and Lacane—were 
on the trace near where it crossed the Sulphur River 
and Cypress Creek, and that the third province—
Nondacao—was on the Sabine River, in the vicinity 
of the Pine Tree Mound site.
Recent research by Bob Vernon (personal 
communication, 2007) of the Texas Archeological 
Stewards Network and Gary Pinkerton supports 
the contention that the Hasinai Trace passed close 
by the Pine Tree Mound site. Using Texas General 
Land Office county headright maps and original 
surveyors’ field notes, they have been able to plot 
the location of Trammel’s Trace with some preci-
sion across most of Harrison County. According to 
that plotting, the trace ran 1.4 km east of the Pine 
Tree Mound site on its southwestward course to the 
Ramsdale Ferry crossing of the Sabine, about 9.3 
km southwest of the site.
There is nothing in the entrada accounts that 
conclusively places Nondacao in the vicinity of 
the Pine Tree Mound site. The Biedma account is 
particularly uninformative about this, and all that is 
Figure 4. The locations of published sites that have yielded chalices (excludes one problematical example, which is 
from either the Spencer site in Upshur County or the Susie Slade site in Harrison County).
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said in the Elvas account (Robertson 1933:199) is 
the following: “Two days later, he reached another 
wretched land called Lacane. There he captured an 
Indian who said that the land of Nondacao was a 
very populous region and the houses scattered about 
one from another as is customary in mountains, and 
that there was an abundance of maize. The cacique 
[of Nondacao] and his Indians came weeping like 
those of Naguatex, that being their custom in token 
of obedience. He made him [the governor] a gift of a 
great quantity of fish and offered to do as he should 
order. He took his leave of him and gave him a guide 
to the province of Soacatino.” The limited picture 
of Nondacao that these comments present certainly 
would be consistent with the archeology of the Pine 
Tree Mound site vicinity, but probably no more so 
than many other parts of the Caddo area. In fact, 
there is no specific mention that Moscoso actually 
saw the Nondacao settlement, since it sounds like 
the cacique came to meet Moscoso (on the Hasinai 
Trace?), and there is no indication that the expedi-
tion members stayed at Nondacao for any time at 
all. Nonetheless, Bruseth and Kenmotsu’s (1993) 
reconstruction seems sound, relying as it does on 
multiple lines of evidence. Assuming that Moscoso 
and his men traveled down the Hasinai Trace and 
that the Pine Tree Mound site was still occupied 
as argued above, it is almost inconceivable that the 
Spaniards and Portuguese and the Pine Tree Mound 
Caddo remained unaware of one another.
THE PErSISTEncE oF nADAco 
SETTLEMEnTS nEAr PInE  
TrEE MounD
The final piece of this argument relates to iden-
tifying the Nondacao, who are poorly documented, 
as the forebears of the Nadaco, who are better 
documented in the ethnohistoric records. Making 
this connection helps place the Nondacao prov-
ince on the landscape and is an important part of 
Bruseth and Kenmotsu’s reconstruction above. The 
first issue here is whether these are two versions of 
the same name; there appears to be consensus that 
they are (Bruseth and Kenmotsu 1993:213; Perttula 
1992:175; Schambach 1993:97; Swanton 1942:11, 
1985:61), with Chafe (1993:223) equating Nondacao 
with the Caddo word “Nadaakuh,” meaning “the 
place of the bumblebee” or the people of that place.
The presence of historic Caddo sites in the 
vicinity of the Pine Tree Mound site has long been 
recognized, with such sites forming the basis for what 
Buddy Calvin Jones called the Kinsloe focus (Jones 
1968; Perttula 2007a; Webb et al. 1969:7–9). He 
included the following sites in this construct: Ware 
Acres (41GG31) near Longview in southern Gregg 
County; Kinsloe (41GG3) near Kilgore in southern 
Gregg County; Cherokee Lake (41RK132) in 
northern Rusk County, southeast of Kilgore; Millsey 
Williamson (41RK3) in Rusk County southwest of 
Tatum; C. D. Marsh (41HS269) on Eightmile Creek 
about 1.6 km north of where it flows into the Sabine 
River in southern Harrison County; and Susie Slade 
(41HS13) and Henry Brown No. 1 (41HS261) in 
southern Harrison County. None of these sites is 
more than 35 km from the Pine Tree Mound site, and 
the latter two are on Potters Creek just south of Pine 
Tree Mound (Figure 5). They, along with two other 
similar sites nearby (Henry Brown No. 2 [41HS262] 
and 41HS770), contained Native American graves, 
some of which had European trade goods such as 
glass beads, metal knives, bridle parts, brass disks, 
gunflints, and hawk bells accompanied by Caddo 
ceramic types clearly dating the burials to the 17th 
and 18th centuries (Jones 1968; Keller 2000:112; 
Perttula 2006:49–68, 84–85; Webb et al. 1969:7–9; 
see Perttula [2007a] for a summary of the artifacts 
from all the Kinsloe sites). Jones (1968:211–212) 
noted that the Kinsloe focus sites could be related 
to several named Caddo groups, but he concluded 
that the most likely association was with the Nadaco 
Caddo. Other researchers subsequently have agreed 
with this conclusion (Bruseth and Kenmotsu 1993; 
Perttula 2007a).
One reason for identifying the Kinsloe focus sites 
with the Nadaco Caddo is that a Nadaco village was 
described in 1788 by Pedro Vial, who was traveling 
from Sante Fe to Natchitoches, as being on Cherokee 
Bayou in northern Rusk County (Perttula 1992:174). 
This observation has led to the interpretation that 
the Nadaco split into two groups between 1542 and 
1717, with one group moving south to live near the 
Hasinai Caddo in the Angelina River drainage and 
the other staying in the middle Sabine basin (Perttula 
1992:175). Based on the presence of certain artifacts 
in some of the Kinsloe sites, Perttula (1992:177) 
concluded that the Sabine basin Nadaco remained in 
the area into the first quarter of the 19th century. 
An Inconvenient Truth?
But there is one line of evidence that is hard to 
reconcile with the scenario outlined above, and that 
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relates to the fact there appears to be a discontinuity 
in material culture between the Pine Tree Mound 
site Caddo and the historic Kinsloe sites. It is hard to 
discuss this discontinuity in a serious way because 
we are in the early stages of analyzing the Pine Tree 
Mound site materials, because the Kinsloe materials 
are not well reported, and because the Kinsloe assem-
blages come solely from mortuary contexts. But it is 
our impression that the discontinuity is substantial.
At this preliminary stage, the discontinuity 
can be seen most readily in the vessel assemblages 
from the graves at Pine Tree Mound and those at the 
Kinsloe sites. The Pine Tree Mound site assemblage 
appears to be dominated by Ripley Engraved and 
Pease Brushed-Incised, with types such as Wilder 
Engraved and Harleton Appliqued also present. 
Bowls are the most common kind of vessel in the 
graves at 55%, but jars and bottles are well repre-
sented at 23 and 21%, respectively. We believe that, 
when all is said and done, we are likely to interpret 
the Pine Tree Mound community as a Titus phase 
subcluster comparable to the four identified by Thur-
mond (1990:229–233) in the Cypress and Sabine 
basins north and northwest of our study area.
The ceramic assemblages from the Kinsloe sites 
differ dramatically, with the most-common decorated 
types being Simms Engraved, Natchitoches 
Engraved, and Emory Punctated-Incised (Perttula 
Figure 5. Map showing the locations of Buddy Calvin Jones’s Kinsloe focus sites.
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2007a:117). They are more similar in terms of 
vessel forms; bowls and bottles are somewhat less 
common than in the Pine Tree Mound site graves 
(49% and 19%), while jars are more common (32%) 
(Perttula 2007a:118). It was on the basis of the 
ceramics that Corbin (2007:14–18) proposed that the 
Kinsloe sites, presumably representing the Nadaco 
Caddo, mark a distinct subcluster with associations 
downstream with the Ais and Adai Caddo (the Many 
Subcluster) and upstream with what he called the 
Gilbert Subcluster.
Efforts such as Corbin’s, in which material cul-
ture assemblages are used to define socio-cultural 
units, are a hot topic in Caddo studies these days 
(e.g., Perttula 2007b), and for good reason given 
their potential to connect archeological remains 
with people. Applying this approach to the Pine 
Tree Mound site and the issue of discontinuities 
between it and the later Kinsloe sites raises several 
important questions:
 • Does such discontinuity mean that the people 
who lived in this part of the Sabine basin in the 
late 17th, 18th, and early 19th centuries were 
not descended from the people who lived there 
before?2
 • If that is the case, what happened to the Pine 
Tree Mound community Caddo, and where did 
the newcomers come from?
 • If that is not the case, why are the later ceramic 
assemblages so different from the earlier ones? 
What cultural processes would account for 
this?
In the end, it may be hard to answer these ques-
tions with certainty, in part because the Kinsloe site 
collections are not available for restudy. Progress 
will be made, however, as analysis of the Pine Tree 
Mound site materials continues. Additional radiocar-
bon dating will lead to a better understanding of the 
chronology of the site, and analysis of the ceramics 
and other artifacts will allow us to more-fully char-
acterize the assemblage and relate it to the broader 
picture of Caddo spatial and temporal systematics.
EnDnoTE
1. Tim Perttula reports that he has seen a chalice from a site 
on the Red River, and Bo Nelson knows of two other chalices, 
one from a site near Jacksonville, Texas, and one reportedly 
from the Susie Slade site in Harrison County (personal 
communication 2007).
2. This would mean that Nondacao/Nadaco refers to a place, 
not a people, an interpretation favored by Tim Perttula when 
this paper was given at the 2007 East Texas Caddo Research 
Group meeting.
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Pottery from 41nA202: 
The Stephens Site in nacogdoches county, Texas
Robert L. Turner, Jr.
InTroDucTIon
In late 1940 and early 1941, my father and I 
excavated the Stephens site (41NA202). The site is 
located on Bailey Creek approximately 5 km west 
of Central Heights in Nacogdoches County. The site 
had been identified by the land owner, who gave my 
father permission to excavate. 
The purpose of this short article is to briefly 
describe the ceramic assemblage from the site. The 
assemblage is unique for this area of East Texas.
The excavated area from which the ceramic 
artifacts were recovered measured approximately 3 
x 4.6 m with the long axis along the plow rows. The 
site was about 6 m north of the then stream bed and 
consisted of a scatter of European trade beads within 
the soil as well as numerous sherds of Caddo Indian 
manufacture. The area was excavated to the underly-
ing clay, which was no more than 25 cm or so below 
the surface, and the dirt was water screened in order 
to recover the artifacts. These artifacts consisted of 
European glass trade beads (more than 7420 beads 
of 21 different varieties) and ceramic sherds of In-
dian pottery. Other than two silver beads, no metal 
artifacts were found. Our conclusion concerning the 
site was that it resulted from at least one shallow 
grave of an individual that had been plowed up and 
the grave offerings scattered from the yearly cultiva-
tion of the area. One small skull fragment was the 
only trace of human remains.
cErAMIc VESSELS AnD SHErDS
The small rimless bowl is a Natchitoches En-
graved vessel (Figure 1). The temper is shell, it is 
orange brown in color, and the design of scrolls 
and tick marks is perfectly consistent with the type 
description.
The second vessel is a small undecorated bowl 
with shell temper and a smoothed hard orange-tan 
Figure 1. Natchitoches Engraved bowl from the Stephens 
site.
Figure 2. Small undecorated shell-tempered bowl.
surface (Figure 2). There are also three tan to gray-
colored globular-bodied plain bottles, also shell-
tempered (Figure 3). One bottle neck sherd that fits 
the middle bottle defines a short neck no more than 
1.5 cm from the body to the lip.
Another seven sherds, among them one rim, are 
also from a Natchitoches Engraved shell-tempered 
10 Journal of Northeast Texas Archaeology
Figure 3. Three plain shell-tempered bottles.
Figure 4. Sherds from a Natchitoches Engraved vessel from the Stephens site.
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bowl (Figure 4). Finally, there is another group of 29 
sherds (not illustrated) that are shell-tempered, and 
gray to tan in color, like the Natchitoches Engraved 
vessels. The design features bands of various widths 
of ladder-like elements and single lines parallel to 
the ladder elements. The ceramic type is unknown.
There is also a group of 27 small sherds that 
include shell-tempered and non-shell-tempered 
wares. Three appear to be from a small bottle. None 
appear to be from the previously described vessels 
or sherd groups.
concLuSIon
I am writing a paper on the Stephens site and 
determining when this burial occurred in time, if 
possible. For those interested in Caddo ceramics 
from the historic era, they should now be aware of 
this displaced cluster of shell-tempered Natchitoches 
Engraved vessels in Nacogdoches, Texas.
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Archaeological Investigations at the Henry M. Site (41nA60):
An Early Historic caddo Farmstead in  
nacogdoches county, Texas
Tom Middlebrook and Timothy K. Perttula
InTroDucTIon
The Henry M. site (41NA60) is an early his-
toric (post-A.D. 1680) Allen phase farmstead on a 
natural rise in the Bayou Loco floodplain in western 
Nacogdoches County in East Texas. Bayou Loco, a 
relatively small stream, flows south a few miles to 
its confluence with the Angelina River. The dam for 
Lake Nacogdoches on the bayou is about 1.7 miles 
to the north. Construction of Lake Nacogdoches 
inundated a number of contemporaneous Allen 
phase farmsteads—some of which were the scene 
of 1970s excavations—including 41NA18, Mayhew 
(41NA21), Iron Rock (41NA22), Loco Bottoms 
(41NA23), and Deshazo (41NA27) (see Kenmotsu 
1992; Middlebrook 2007; Story 1982, 1995). The 
Bayou Loco valley has a high density of historic 
Caddo settlements (Middlebrook 2007:107-108).
The natural rise that the Henry M. site is located 
on was in an 8 acre pasture (Figure 1). This rise is 
about 50 m in diameter, ca. 1 m in height, and south 
a short distance from an eastward-flowing spring-fed 
tributary to Bayou Loco. The rise has loamy alluvial 
Marietta soils.
The main part of the Henry M. site has a ca. 10 
m diameter midden deposit near the center of the 
Figure 1. The Henry M. site in the mid-1980s.
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natural rise (Figure 2). The midden deposit contains 
extensive amounts of Caddo ceramic sherds and 
many well-preserved animal bones, some mussel 
shell, and other artifactual debris.
ArcHAEoLoGIcAL 
InVESTIGATIonS
Tom and Janice Mayhew recorded the Henry 
M. site in 1973, and collected a few Caddo 
sherds—among them Patton Engraved sherds, the 
principal engraved fine ware type found in Allen 
phase sites—and some animal bones. In 1985, Tom 
Middlebrook began excavations at the site, focusing 
on the well-preserved midden deposits (see Figure 
1). Excavations continued sporadically through 
1991 under Middlebrook’s supervision, and a total 
of 55 m2 (including 50.25 m2 in a large block of 
virtually contiguous 1 x 1 m units) and 22 m3 of 
Figure 2. Excavations and midden area at the Henry M. site (41NA60). 
archaeological deposits were examined during this 
work (Middlebrook 2007:111).
Archaeological sediments in the midden exca-
vations at Henry M. include four zones, from top 
to bottom:
(1) a dark brown sandy loam plow zone 
about 10-15 cm thick; (2) a very dark 
grayish-brown sandy loam midden (Fig-
ure 3) with a greasy feel, being flecked 
with charcoal and bone, as well as many 
large ceramic sherds; this midden deposit 
is about 10 cm in thickness; (3) a sub-
midden, but anthropogenic, zone 10-15 
cm thick of brown to dark brown sedi-
ments, apparently stained and/or mixed 
with the overlying midden; this zone 
may represent the original A-horizon 
ground surface at the time of the early 
Historic Caddo occupation; and (4) a dark 
yellowish-brown sandy clay B-horizon. 
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Figure 3. Profile of N153 W121, south wall.
Cultural features and anomalous staining 
evident in the excavations strikingly con-
trast with the B-horizon dark yellowish-
brown color.
BLocK EXcAVATIonS AnD 
cuLTurAL FEATurES
During the block excavations a large number 
of cultural features and likely cultural features/
stains were identified and documented as to their 
size, shape, and midden-stained fill (Figure 4). The 
majority of these are post hole-sized (e.g., 15-20 cm 
in diameter) features that are part of a large circular 
structure, two central post features (Features 1 and 
2) (Figure 5a-b), and various external and internal 
post hole stains (Figure 6). The Caddo structure, 
although not completely defined, appears to have 
been ca. 8.8 m in diameter, slightly smaller than 
the 9.0-12.2 m diameter circular structures at the 
Deshazo site (Good 1982:53). At the Deshazo site, 
the structures had their entrances opening to the 
north (n=1), northeast (n=2), northwest (n=1), south 
(n=4), southeast (n=1), and southwest (n=2). More 
excavations in the block at the Henry M. site are 
needed to clarify the interior (i.e., including how 
many support posts were used in house construction, 
if any) and exterior character of the post hole pattern 
of this circular structure, but there is an obvious gap 
in post holes along the western wall arc that suggests 
the structure entrance was in this part of the structure 
(see Figure 4).
The fact that there are two central posts, and 
that several post hole features (Features 5, 6, and 8) 
along the exterior wall overlap or intersect (Figure 
7; see also Figure 4), indicate that the structure at 
the Henry M. site was at least partially rebuilt on one 
occasion. Feature 1 apparently is the initial center 
post, set in an irregular 50-60 cm diameter hole. The 
second and possibly later center post (Feature 2) is 
about 40 cm in diameter, filled with ash, midden 
sediments, a rock, a burned deer antler, and a large 
conch shell (Busycon sp.) scoop (Figure 8; see also 
Middlebrook and Middlebrook 1996: Figure 3).
There are also two post hole-sized ash features 
about 2-2.5 m distance from the central posts. These 
may be the remains of totally combusted post fea-
tures, or distinctive small cooking pit features. A few 
of the possible cultural features/stains in the excava-
tions are larger than post holes, and are likely small 
pits used for different purposes, including cooking, 
heating, etc.
Immediately to the north of the postulated exte-
rior structure post hole arc is a ca. 1.8 x 1.6 m area 
of post holes and one pit feature (Feature 18, see 
Figure 4) that may represent the posts to an outdoor 
storage platform/granary or above-ground arbor. 
Good (1982:61) noted that such storage platforms 
were commonly located in front of historic Caddo 
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Figure 4. Cultural features and likely feature stains in the block excavations 
at the Henry M. site.
structures, and thus it is possible that the structure 
entrance was actually near this outdoor facility.
rEcoVErED ArcHAEoLoGIcAL 
MATErIALS
Much of the archaeological materials from the 
Henry M. site remain to be analyzed in detail, and 
that work is in progress. Middlebrook (2007:111) 
tabulated an 18% sample of artifact lots from the ex-
cavations, and they contained 398 ceramic sherds, 10 
arrow points, and almost 3000 animal bones (Table 
1). Among the sherds were 16 Patton Engraved piec-
es, 31 other engraved sherds, 265 brushed sherds, one 
neck banded sherd, 31 incised or punctated pieces, 
and 54 plain body and base sherds.
There is a single large clear olive-shaped glass 
bead from deposits inside the structure. This ap-
pears to be a IIa15 drawn bead (Kidd and Kidd 
1970:Table 2). This kind of bead has been found 
in ca. A.D. 1680 to ca. 1740 contexts in East Texas 
and Northwest Louisiana Caddo and colonial era 
sites (Avery 2005:Figure 4 and Table 3; Perttula et 
al. 2005:93-94).
SuMMArY AnD FuTurE PLAnS
Excavations between 1985-1991 at the Henry 
M. site on Bayou Loco have exposed a well-pre-
served midden deposit that partially overlaps a ca. 
8.8 m circular Caddo structure (apparently rebuilt to 
some extent) marked by a variety of cultural features 
and stains, including two central posts from sequent 
structure use. There is a probable storage platform 
or arbor just outside the north wall of the structure.
Recovered archaeological materials are repre-
sentative of Allen phase domestic activities, includ-
ing food processing, cooking, and serving foods, 
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a
Figure 5. Feature 1 center post exposure and Feature 1 sub-features: a, exposure of Feature 1 in N152 W121; b, Feature 
1B and 1D in N152 W121.
b
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Figure 6. Post hole-sized stains in N154 W120, level 4.
Figure 7. Feature 8 in plan view.
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Figure 8. Busycon sp. scoop from Feature 2 at the Henry M. site.
Table 1. Identified fauna from the Henry M. site (41nA60).
Fish
Bowfish (Amia calva)
Fresh water drum (Aplodinotus grunniens)
Suckerfish (Catostomidae sp.)
Bass/sunfish (Centrarchidae sp.)
Catfish (Ictaluridae sp.)
Gar (Lepisosteus sp.)
reptiles
Alligator (Alligator mississippiensis)
Non-poisonous snake (Colubridae sp.)
Red ear turtle (Chrysemys scripta)
Mud/musk turtle (Kinosternidae sp.)
Box turtle (Terrapene sp.)
Softshell turtle (Trionyx sp.)
Large aquatic reptile
Birds
Hawk (Buteo sp.)
Turkey (Meleagris gallopavo)
Mammals
Opossum (Didelphis virginianus)
Mountain lion (Felis concolor)
Whitetail deer (Odocoileus virginianus)
Squirrel (Sciurus sp.)
Cottontail rabbit (Sylvilagus floridanus)
Gray fox (Urocyon cinereargenteus)
Large carnivore
20 Journal of Northeast Texas Archaeology
hunting, and animal procurement and trash disposal. 
It is likely that maize and other plant foods were 
grown at the site during the occupation. The Patton 
Engraved sherds and the one European glass bead 
suggests that the Henry M. site was occupied by 
a Caddo group in the late 17th-early 18th century. 
Given that Caddo wood structures would probably 
only last at most 20 years before they begin to de-
teriorate (see Good 1982:69), available feature evi-
dence suggests that the houses and midden deposit 
were created over a ca. 20-40 year period by one or 
two Caddo families.
Future plans for the Henry M. site include 
first completing the analysis of the recovered 
archaeological materials from the 1985-1991 
excavations, including the extensive ceramic and 
faunal collections. Archaeogeophysical survey work 
may also be done across the natural sandy rise, 
and around the block excavations (once the second 
growth sweet gum thicket is removed), to determine 
if there are other areas of structures and features at 
the site beyond those exposed in the excavations. 
Finally, additional excavations may be conducted 
in the block—or in other locations—to fully expose 
the Allen phase Caddo structure, including the 
exterior wall post hole arc and internal structural 
and domestic household features.
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caddo ceramics from the D’ortolan Site (41nA299)
Timothy K. Perttula
The D’Ortolan site (41NA299) is a late 1790s 
to 1830s ranch established by Bernard D’Ortolan 
on Bayou Loco, a tributary to the Angelina River, in 
Nacogdoches County, Texas. The ranch was known 
as Rancho San Bernando del Loco. Tom Middle-
brook, Texas Archeological Steward, located and 
identified the rancho in 2003. 
During the course of archaeological investiga-
tions conducted at the site over the next few years, 
a small sample of aboriginal Caddo ceramic sherds 
were found on the rancho in contexts indicating that 
Caddo ceramic vessels were in use during the rancho 
occupation. These vessels had to have been obtained 
by the D’Ortolan ranch through purchase or trade from 
one of the Caddo groups living in the Angelina River 
valley after the 1790s. The sherds from the D’Ortolan 
site, along with those from 2007 excavations by Tom 
Middlebrook in the Plaza Principal in Nacogdoches, 
must represent some of the latest aboriginal Caddo 
ceramic wares currently known in East Texas.
cHArAcTEr oF THE cErAMIc 
ASSEMBLAGE
A total of 24 Caddo sherds have been recovered 
to date at the D’Ortolan site (Appendix 1). This in-
cludes two rims and 22 body sherds from a general 
surface collection, two shovel tests, and excavations 
within Structure 1, the main rancho structure.
Three of the sherds, all from Structure 1, are 
decorated. These include a jar rim with horizontal 
brushing (Figure 1b) and two body sherds with 
opposed brushing marks (Figure 1a, c). This is not 
particularly surprising since utility ware vessels cov-
ered with brushing marks on the rim and/or body are 
by far the most common form of vessel decoration 
in many historic Caddo sites in the Angelina River 
basin (see Middlebrook 2007; Perttula 2007a), es-
pecially those of Caddo groups living in the Bayou 
Loco valley.
Another characteristic of the Caddo ceramics from 
the D’Ortolan site is the use of bone temper in vessel 
manufacture. Approximately 79% of the sherds from 
the site have bone temper. A comparable use of bone 
temper has also been documented in the Caddo ce-
ramics recovered at 41NA223, possibly the site of the 
1804 mission church Guadalupe del Pilar in downtown 
Nacogdoches (Perttula 2007b). At the slightly older, 
ca. 1730-1760, Caddo occupation at the Mayhew site 
(41N21) on Bayou Loco (see Kenmotsu 1992), bone-
tempered Caddo vessel sherds account for 80% of the 
large sherd assemblage (Perttula 2007a:Table 1), which 
also is dominated by brushed pottery vessels.
Another 12.6% of the D’Ortolan site sherds 
are grog-tempered, and 8.3% appear to be shell-
tempered; in these sherds (from ST 14), the shell 
temper has been leached away. Neither the few 
grog- or shell-tempered sherds have decorations. 
Shell-tempered Caddo pottery, very rare in East 
Texas Caddo sites, is also present at 41NA223, ac-
counting for 5% of the small assemblage of Caddo 
sherds from that site (Perttula 2007b). Earlier 18th
 
century Caddo sites in the Bayou Loco area—such as 
Deshazo (41NA27)—have ceramic assemblages with 
primarily grog-tempered vessel sherds, but again 
dominated by brushed vessel sherd decorations.
concLuSIonS
The D’Ortolan site Caddo ceramics indicate that 
during the last days of the 18th century and the first 
quarter of the 19th century, Caddo groups living in 
the Nacogdoches area made bone-tempered brushed 
utility ware ceramic vessels as well as vessels (of un-
certain decoration) tempered with grog and mussel 
shell. Examples of these vessels have been recovered 
at this historic rancho, providing a tangible record of 
interaction and contact between the Caddo living in 
the Angelina River basin and the area’s more recent 
European settlers.
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Figure 1. Decorated sherds from the D’Ortolan site (41NA299): a, c, opposed brushed body sherds; b, horizontal 
brushed rim.
a
b
c
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APPEnDIX 1, InVEnTorY oF SHErDS
General Surface,
No provenience 4 plain body sherds, bone-tempered; 1 plain rim sherd, grog and hematite-tempered
ST 14, 0-5 cm 1 plain body sherd, possible shell temper; firing conditions (B, fired and cooled in a 
reducing or low oxygen environment). 5.7 mm thick
ST 14, 5-10 cm 1 plain body sherd, possible shell temper; firing conditions (B; fired and cooled in a 
reducing or low oxygen environment); 5.7 mm thick
ST 18, 0-5 cm 1 plain grog-tempered/sandy paste body sherd; firing conditions (F; fired in a reducing 
environment, but cooled in the open air); 4.4 mm thick
Structure 1,  1 plain body sherd, bone-tempered
1 x 1 m unit
Structure 1, N105
W102, 0-10 cm 11 plain body sherds, bone-tempered; 1 plain body sherd, grog-tempered; 1 rim sherd, 
horizontal brushed, bone-tempered; direct rim and flat lip; 2 body sherds, opposed 
brushing, bone-tempered
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Historic caddo Archaeology on the red and Lower  
Sulphur river Areas of northeast Texas
Timothy K. Perttula
Post-ca. A.D. 1685 Caddo archaeological sites 
are somewhat surprisingly uncommon on the Red 
and lower Sulphur rivers in Northeast Texas com-
pared to other parts of this broad region (Figure 1). 
For instance, there are more Historic Caddo sites 
known in Nacogdoches County in the Neches and 
Angelina river basin in East Texas (see Middlebrook 
2007) than there are in all of the Red and lower 
Sulphur river regions.
The low density of Historic Caddo archaeologi-
cal sites on the Red and lower Sulphur river areas of 
Northeast Texas is a product of several factors, the 
most important likely being the rapid abandonment 
of much of the area after ca. A.D. 1685 because of 
regional depopulation caused by the introduction of 
European epidemic diseases. Other factors would 
include the effects of looting and river flooding that 
has destroyed sites and collections before they could 
ever be documented, as well as the overall sporadic 
nature of professional archaeological research along 
these rivers in the Caddo area. A committed and 
long-term Historic Caddo archaeological and ethno-
historical research program along the Red and lower 
Sulphur rivers is long overdue.
Post-ca. A.D. 1685 Historic Caddo sites on the 
Red and lower Sulphur are recognized from two 
kinds of archaeological materials. These include 
European trade goods of glass, metal, and wheel-
made ceramics (Table 1), generally more common in 
post-A.D. 1720 contexts, as well as certain kinds of 
distinctive decorated Caddo pottery wares, particu-
larly engraved fine wares (Table 2) such as Natchi-
toches Engraved and varieties of Simms Engraved 
and Avery Engraved, along with Keno Trailed, var. 
Phillips. Emory Punctated-Incised (some with con-
stricted necks), Nash Neck Banded, and McKinney 
Plain types are important decorated utility wares in 
these two locales. 
In this article, I provide short summaries of the 
current state of archaeological knowledge about 
the Historic Caddo settlement of the Red and lower 
Sulphur river areas of Northeast Texas. Most of that 
knowledge, for better or worse, from some specific 
areas derives from the excavation of Caddo burials, 
rather than from detailed investigations of habita-
tion contexts.
cLEMEnTS AnD GooDE HunT SITES
The Clements (41CS25) and Goode Hunt 
(41CS23) sites are in the Black Bayou drainage near 
the Caddo Trace (see Figure 1). Both these sites, and 
the A. P. Fourche and R. A. Simpson sites in the same 
drainage, appear to represent late 17th-early 18th cen-
tury upper Nasoni Caddo settlements and cemeteries 
(Gonzalez et al. 2005:12-13) (Figure 2).
The only European trade goods from these 
sites are small samples of pre-1700 medium-sized 
opaque blue glass beads from a few burials at the 
Clements site. The diverse and distinctive aborigi-
nal material culture from these Nasoni Caddo sites 
includes non-shell-tempered ceramic bottles (44%), 
carinated bowls (29%), jars (15%), bowls (6%), and 
compound bowls (6%) of Taylor Engraved, Simms 
Engraved (including var. Darco) and Simms Plain, 
Hodges Engraved, including bilobed and spool-
necked bottles, Keno Trailed, var. Phillips, a red-
slipped jar, and Hatinu Engraved types. Also found 
on these Historic Caddo sites are elbow pipes and 
clay figurine fragments, large chipped stone knives 
and ground stone celts of several forms, marine shell 
beads, Clements style shell discs (Perttula and Green 
2006), shell zoomorphic pendants (also present at 
the Sam Kaufman/Roitsch site in a Historic Caddo 
burial), and gorgets, bone and shell tools (perforated 
hoes), and an abundant use of clay pigments (Gon-
zalez et al. 2005:25-53).
26 Journal of Northeast Texas Archaeology
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Figure 1. Historic Caddo sites and phases in Northeast Texas.
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Table 1. Trade Goods on Historic caddo Sites on the red and lower Sulphur rivers in northeast Texas.
Trade Good  Pre-1700/1720  1720-1780s pre-1720 1700-1730
 Clements Atlanta Hatchel Roseborough Mound Womack
 area SP area Lake area Prairie site
  area    area
Glass beads + + + + + +
Gun parts    + + +
Iron knive  +  + + +
iron awl  +    +
Iron disk     +
Brass bracelet  +
Tinkler     + +
Copper point     +
Gunflints    +  +
Bullet/ball    +  +
Brass beads      +
Sword guard      +
Axe/wedge    +  +
Horse parts    +  +
Strike-a-lite     + +
Kettle parts    +  +
Hawk bell    +  +
Brass/lead
 disk      +
Pendant/medal    +  +
Button    +  +
Glass mirror    +  +
European
 ceramics    +  +
Bottle glass    +
Scissors    +
+=presence
LoWEr SuLPHur rIVEr ArEA
Certainly the best known Historic Caddo site on 
the lower Sulphur River is the Atlanta State Park site 
(41CS37) along the Lake Wright Patman shoreline 
(Harris et al. 1980). Other Historic Caddo compo-
nents known at this lake include 41BW65 (Lawrence 
Head, 2003 personal communication) and 41CS5. 
These sites are also likely affiliated with the Nasoni 
Caddo (see Figure 2).
Excavations at the Atlanta State Park site 
recovered shell-tempered vessels of Natchitoches 
Engraved, Nash Neck Banded, and Emory 
Punctated-Incised in burials, along with associated 
European trade goods, including glass beads, iron 
clasp knives, an iron awl, and a brass bracelet 
(Harris et al. 1980). Habitation deposits from 
the same component contained sherds from 
Natchitoches Engraved, Emory Punctated-Incised, 
Avery Engraved, Simms Engraved, Nash Neck 
Banded, and McKinney Plain; the relative frequency 
of shell tempering in the vessel sherds found in 
habitation areas was not provided in Harris et al. 
(1980), but may have been substantial based on the 
kinds of ceramic types represented in these deposits. 
If this is an accurate characterization, these Nasoni 
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Caddo had a ceramic tradition based on the use of 
shell tempering, while other possible Nasoni Caddo 
groups living to the north-northeast (on the Red 
River) and the south (along Black Bayou) made 
their ceramic vessels primarily with grog and/or 
bone (see Figure 2).
The Old Moore Place (41CS5) at Lake Wright 
Patman on the lower Sulphur has an Historic Caddo 
Table 2. Aboriginal ceramics on Historic caddo Sites on the red and lower Sulphur river areas in 
northeast Texas.
Pottery type Clements Atlanta Hatchel/Roseborough Mound Prairie Womack
 area SP area Lake area area site
Engraved wares
Natchitoches   + + + +
Simms  +* + +* +* +
Avery   + + + +
Belcher   +
Hodges +  +
Bailey +   +
Hudson    + +
Womack  + +  +
Taylor +   +
Hatinu +  +
Trailed
Keno, var.
  Phillips +  + +
Trailed-Incised
Foster T-I   +
Other utility wares
Nash Nb  + + +
McKinney Pl.  + + +
Emory P-I  + +** +** +
Cass App. +
Clements B +
Brushed-Punct. +
Shell temper <5% ?? <3%, pre-1720, 90% 44%
   >63%***, 1720-1780
+=presence; T-I=trailed-incised; Nb=neck banded; Pl.=plain; P-I=punctated-incised; App=appliqued; 
B=brushed; *Simms Engraved, var. Darco (Perttula 2007a:118); **constricted neck punctated vessels are 
present; ***at Roseborough Lake (Miroir et al. 1975; Gilmore 1986), but not Indian Springs #2, where shell-
tempered pottery is not present (Perttula 2005:44).
archaeological component, based on the documen-
tation of a small collection held by Paul Schoen 
of Texarkana (notes and photographs on file at the 
Arkansas Archeological Survey, Southern Arkansas 
University offices). A single burial here contained 
Natchitoches Engraved and Womack Engraved 
vessels, 1265 glass beads, iron knives, and a copper 
bracelet.
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Hatchel site and environs on the red river
Several sites along the Red River in eastern 
Bowie County, Texas, were occupied in Historic 
Caddo times, including the Hatchel (41BW3), Eli 
Moores (41BW2), and Horace Cabe (41BW14) 
sites. It is well known that these Caddo sites are 
found within the large Nasoni Caddo village area 
mapped by Don Domingo Teran de los Rios in 1691 
along this part of the Red River, with the templo or 
temple mound depicted on that map apparently the 
large platform mound at the Hatchel site (Wedel 
1978:Figure 2).
Historic European trade goods are rare in the 
Hatchel site and environs, being restricted at pres-
ent to a handful of late 17th-early 18th century glass 
beads from Hatchel, Eli Moores, and Cabe, and two 
lead balls in a burial at Eli Moores (Gilmore 1991). 
In each case, the glass beads are uniformly small 
and drawn varieties of blue and white colors, and 
either opaque or clear. A collection of 111 glass 
beads collected from the Horace Cabe site (now at 
the Texarkana Museum Systems) is dominated by 
small opaque blue beads (90%), with a few small 
white and clear turquoise beads and two rounded 
Cornaline d’Aleppo beads. Small blue and aqua-
colored beads are reported from Eli Moores, and 
a few small drawn opaque blue beads are in the 
Hatchel site collections at the Texarkana Museums 
System. The prevalence of small blue and white 
beads and the lack of large and medium-sized beads 
and polychrome beads is generally consistent with 
pre-1700 beads.
With respect to the aboriginal material culture 
on these Nasoni sites, shell-tempered ceramics com-
prise less than 3% of the sherds from the Hatchel 
site village (Perttula and Nelson 2003). Engraved 
and trailed sherds from Simms Engraved, Taylor 
Engraved, Hodges Engraved, and Keno Trailed ves-
sels are predominant in the different village areas, 
along with Foster Trailed Incised, McKinney Plain, 
Karnack Brushed-Incised, and Simms Plain. The 
same range of ceramic types are represented in the 
vessels found in association with ca. A.D. 1650-1700 
burials in the village, along with examples of Avery 
Engraved, Belcher Engraved, and Nash Neck Band-
ed. A few sherds are from red-slipped vessels. There 
are plain elbow pipes in the Hatchel site component, 
along with Maud arrow points and other chipped 
stone tools made from local Red River gravels.
The available archaeological information from 
the Hatchel site and other nearby Nasoni Caddo 
sites suggests that they were occupied as early as the 
13th
 century A.D, and were probably continuously 
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Figure 2. Upper Nasoni areas on the Red and Sulphur rivers.
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occupied through the 17th century. They do not 
appear to have been occupied by these Caddo much 
after ca. A.D. 1720, however. 
The Moore/Higginbotham site (3MI3/30), a 
large Caddo town about 10 miles downstream from 
Hatchel, appears to have also been occupied in the 
late 17th and early 18th centuries, based on sherd 
collections (almost exclusively non-shell-tempered) 
from several different parts of the village (Kelley 
and Guccione 2000) that are much like those from 
the village areas at Hatchel. More importantly, a 
Keno Trailed, var. Phillips vessel has been docu-
mented in a collection of more than 150 vessels from 
the site in the hands of the ranch manager. However, 
there is no available evidence to suggest that Moore/
Higginbotham is the old Caddo village depicted on 
1806 maps of this part of the Red River (see Figure 
1) (depicted as being on the north side of the river, 
while Moore/Higginbotham is on the south side of 
the river), as has been posited by Sierzchula et al. 
(1995). Such a site would have been occupied into 
the 1780s, and European trade goods and Natchi-
toches Engraved vessels would be expected to be 
common, but they are notably absent at the Moore/
Higginbotham site.
An examination of the whole vessel records and 
photographs at the Arkansas Archeological Survey, 
Southern Arkansas University office indicates that 
there are few known Historic Caddo sites that have 
been documented on the Red River downstream from 
the Hatchel site and environs in the Great Bend area 
(see Figure 1). Natchitoches Engraved vessels, the 
primary Historic Caddo ceramic diagnostic, have 
been found at the following sites in the Chakanina 
phase area: Battle (3LA1), Spirit Lake (3LA83), 
3LA89, and Cedar Grove (3LA97). Keno Trailed 
vessels—some varieties of which represent important 
post-A.D. 1600/1650 Historic Caddo ceramic ves-
sels—have only been documented from Battle (var. 
Scott’s Lake) and Cedar Grove (var. Glendora and 
var. Phillips), as well as Lester Place (var. McClen-
don). Lastly, European trade goods have also been 
reported from a burial at the Foster site (3LA27), but 
their context and any associated Caddo archaeologi-
cal materials is not currently known (David Jeane, 
November 2007 personal communication).
roseborough Lake and Indian Springs #2 
sites on the red river
The Roseborough Lake (41BW5) and Indian 
Springs #2 (41BW512) sites are located a few miles 
upstream on the Red River from the Hatchel and 
Eli Moores sites. Both are Caddo habitation sites 
with cemeteries and village areas, but Roseborough 
Lake site appears to have been the village where La 
Harpe erected a trading post in 1719 and the later 
post of San Luis de Cadohadacho, established ca. 
1731-1733 and maintained until the 1780s (Gilmore 
1986:13-17). The Indian Springs #2 site was also 
apparently a Kadohadacho site, although the specific 
group is not known. It is located on the Red River 
not far from the historic placement of the Nanatsoho 
and upper Natchitoches Caddo groups (Swanton 
1942:Figure 1; see Figure 2, this article).
The Caddo ceramics from 18th
 century contexts 
at the Roseborough Lake site are heavily shell-
tempered (63-70%, see Miroir et al. 1975; Gilmore 
1986), with the remainder tempered with grog or 
bone; conversely, no shell-tempered vessels or 
sherds were identified at the Indian Springs #2 site 
(Perttula 2005). The considerable numbers of shell-
tempered vessels and sherds at Roseborough Lake 
suggest a ceramic tradition that was affiliated with 
other Caddo groups living some distance upstream 
along the Red River (see Figure 2). 
Important engraved fine ware vessels include 
Natchitoches Engraved (shell and non-shell-tem-
pered), Womack Engraved (non-shell-tempered), 
and Simms Engraved (both shell and non-shell-tem-
pered), including var. Darco from the Indian Springs 
#2 site, along with shell-tempered McKinney Plain, 
Emory Punctated-Incised (shell and non-shell-tem-
pered), including a constricted neck form (Gilmore 
1986), Keno Trailed (non-shell-tempered), and an 
incised and noded jar (non-shell-tempered). There 
are two small plain jars from the Indian Springs #2 
site. Other clay artifacts from these Kadohadacho 
sites include ring foot or ring base engraved elbow 
pipes (Miroir et al. 1975:Figure 6c-d), figurines 
(including one horse figurine, see Miroir et al. 
1975:Figure 6e), and pendants. The chipped stone 
tool assemblage is dominated by triangular arrow 
points (identified as the Fresno type, as at Womack), 
unifacial and bifacial scrapers, and drills. Miroir 
et al. (1975) also mentions marine shell beads and 
pendants and mussel shell spoons. 
Glass beads are abundant at both of these sites. 
These glass beads from the Roseborough Lake 
and Indian Springs #2 sites date later in the 18th
 
century, from ca. 1720-1780 or thereabouts than 
those from the Hatchel site and environs, and are 
characterized by some medium to large drawn and 
tubular beads, many small drawn beads (72-95%), as 
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well as a few striped beads and wire-wound beads, 
and considerable numbers of Cornaline d’Aleppo 
beads. These assemblages are more typical of later 
18th century French Louisiana bead collections (see 
Smith 2002). 
A wide variety of other kinds of European trade 
goods come from the Roseborough Lake and Indian 
Springs #2 sites, indicating that the Caddo groups 
living there had ready access to European goods 
through a good part of the 18th century. These were 
most likely obtained from French traders living in 
this part of the Red River valley who were trading 
goods of various sorts for deer hides and other 
Caddo products. At Roseborough Lake, other than 
beads, there are European ceramic sherds (from 
faience, delft, majolica, and German stoneware 
vessels), bottle and mirror glass, horse trappings, 
knives, axes, scissors, pendants, and bells, copper 
and brass kettles, as well as gun parts, gunflints, and 
lead shot (Miroir et al. 1975; Gilmore 1986). The 
much smaller assemblage from Indian Springs #2 
had blade gunflints, an iron case knive, a musket 
side plate, and a copper kettle bail ear (Perttula 
2005).
Mound Prairie area
Historic Caddo archaeological materials have 
been reported from the Wright Plantation site 
(41RR7) on Mound Prairie; the site is situated across 
from the mouth of the Kiamichi River, a natural 
gateway through the Ouachita Mountains to the 
Arkansas River valley (Williams and Schambach 
2002:16). These historic archaeological materials 
include Natchitoches Engraved vessels, a few glass 
beads, and gun parts, presumably from burials at this 
extensive and multi-component village. The R. King 
Harris Collection at the National Museum of Natural 
History, Smithsonian Institution, has these materials, 
which have not been fully documented.
At the Sam Kaufman/Roitsch site (41RR16) on 
the Red River, 11% of the 37 reported Caddo buri-
als excavated here since the early 1950s contained 
European trade goods that appear to predate ca. 
A.D. 1720 (Harris 1953; Skinner et al. 1969; Pert-
tula et al. 2001; Perttula 2008; Banks and Banks 
2002). These burials were in the East Mound or in 
separate cemeteries across the site. Harris (1953) 
noted that blue glass beads, copper tinklers, and a 
copper awl, as well as a zoomorphic marine shell 
pendant (of the same style as several found at the 
Clements site), were found in Burial 9 along with 
shell-tempered vessels of Nash Neck Banded and 
Hudson Engraved. Burial 16 had two glass beads 
and a wide assortment of shell-tempered ceramic 
vessels, including Hudson Engraved, red Avery 
Engraved, Simms Engraved (including var. Darco, 
see Skinner et al. 1969:Figure 21a, c), Nash Neck 
Banded, Keno Trailed, var. Phillips (see Skinner et 
al. 1969:Figure 19f), and Emory Punctated-Incised, 
including one with a constricted rim neck (Skinner 
et al. 1969:Figure 16g). A single blue glass bead 
came from the fill of Burial 31, along with marine 
shell disk and tubular beads and bone beads (Pert-
tula et al. 2001:190; Perttula 2008:368 and Figure 
41). Finally, Banks and Banks (2002:Plate 18) 
report the excavation of a Caddo burial in another 
part of the Roitsch site that had a small iron knive 
fragment in the grave pit, along with shell-tempered 
Avery Engraved, Simms Engraved, Bailey En-
graved, Nash Neck Banded, and a plain bowl or 
jar. Other associated funerary offerings were Talco 
arrow points, a ground stone celt, and a marine shell 
disk. A 2-sigma calibrated radiocarbon date from 
this burial ranges from AD 1430-1630, suggesting 
possible European contact with the Caddo living 
at Sam Kaufman/Roitsch some time prior to the 
mid-17th
 century.
The Bob Williams site (Perino 1983) is another 
part of the larger Sam Kaufman/Roitsch Caddo 
village. Two burials there had trade goods (an iron 
disk and iron strike-a-lite) along with shell tem-
pered Hudson Engraved, Taylor Engraved, Avery 
Engraved, McKinney Plain, and Emory Punctated-
Incised vessels, an appliqued jar, an engraved elbow 
pipe, and Maud arrow points; blue glass beads have 
been found on the site surface.
Two of the Emory Punctated-Incised jars from 
Bob Williams, including one from one of the buri-
als with European trade goods, have distinctive 
incised curlicue lines (or a hooked vertical scroll) 
on the vessel body (Perino 1983:Figure 7c). This 
variety of Emory Punctated-Incised, with two or 
three horizontal rows of punctations on the rim, is 
also present in late 17th century-early 18th century 
burial contexts at the Roden site (34MC215) (Peri-
no 1981:80) and Sam Kaufman (Harris 1953:Plate 
8, no. 5). At Roden, this particular style of Emory 
Punctated-Incised was found in a burial in asso-
ciation with Hudson Engraved, Taylor Engraved, 
Simms Engraved, Avery Engraved, and smoothed 
Nash Neck Banded vessels. An engraved version 
of this curlicue body element is present on a red-
slipped jar from an undocumented Caddo site in the 
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Great Bend of the Red River (Bond 2006:Figures 
395 and 395a). 
Womack site
The Womack site (41LR1) is well up the Red 
River from the Mound Prairie area. The glass beads 
found here from several burials and in habitation 
contexts suggests that it was likely occupied by a 
Caddo group between ca. 1700-1730. The Norteno 
or Kichai attribution to this occupation by Harris et 
al. (1965) and others simply does not accord with the 
stylistic character of the recovered ceramic vessels 
and sherds found in burials and habitation deposits 
at the site. Womack Engraved, on further consider-
ation, appears to be a distinctive Caddo vessel form 
with a constellation of certain stylistic elements 
and motifs developed in the upper Sulphur, upper 
Cypress, and upper Sabine river basins (Perttula 
2007b:142).
The principal ceramic types at the Womack site 
are four varieties of Womack Engraved and Emory 
Punctated-Incised. The Womack Engraved vessels 
and sherds are rarely shell-tempered (<9%; described 
by Harris et al. [1965] as grit-tempered) while the 
Emory Punctated-Incised vessels are commonly 
shell-tempered (86%). Except for the plain sherds, 
most of the other pottery types present at Womack 
are shell-tempered; these vessels may have been 
manufactured downstream in the Mound Prairie area 
or even the vicinity of Roseborough Lake, where a 
shell-tempered pottery tradition had been in exis-
tence among the Caddo since at least ca. A.D. 1300 
and the Historic Caddo sites in this area have a high 
percentage of shell-tempered vessels (see Figure 2), 
or the Caddo living at the Womack site manufactured 
both kinds of tempered pottery wares.
The abundance of trade goods at the site (see 
Table 1) in this early 18th
 century context is no-
table. Combining this with the virtual absence of 
such goods from contemporaneous Caddo sites 
downstream suggests that these trade goods may 
have reached the Womack site Caddo either through 
overland routes from Arkansas River trading posts 
or from the post-1719 French trading post estab-
lished in the vicinity of the Roseborough Lake site 
by La Harpe.
Another notable characteristic of the Womack 
site artifact assemblage is the extensive chipped 
stone tool assemblage documented here. This as-
semblage includes more than 860 arrow points, 89 
chipped stone knives, and more than 870 scrapers of 
various forms (Harris et al. 1965). This assemblage 
of hunting and hide preparation tools—in conjunc-
tion with the large range of European trade goods—
suggests that the Caddo living here were already 
heavily involved in the deer hide trade.
concLuSIonS
Several different Caddo groups lived along the 
Red and lower Sulphur rivers in the late 17th cen-
tury and much of the 18th century, at least in certain 
areas (see Figures 1 and 2). European trade goods 
are uncommon in Caddo sites in these areas until 
after ca. 1720 (see Table 1), except perhaps at the 
Womack site well up the Red River, where its Caddo 
inhabitants appear to have been heavily involved in 
the deer hide trade with the French. 
Differences in the kinds of decorated ceramics 
found on these sites, as well as preferences in the use 
and manufacture of shell-tempered vessels, suggest 
several different groupings of Caddo sites that may 
provisionally be associated with the known locations 
of specific Caddo tribes. This would include pre-
1720 Nasoni Caddo groups on Black Bayou and in 
the Hatchel site environs as well as possibly on the 
lower Sulphur (although here shell-tempered pottery 
was apparently relatively abundant in domestic and 
mortuary contexts), the Kadohadacho at Rosebor-
ough Lake, and perhaps the upper Natchitoches in 
the vicinity of the Indian Springs #2 site (see Figure 
2). In the case of the Caddo groups living in the 
Mound Prairie area at the mouth of the Kiamichi 
River and those more distant Caddo living at the 
Womack site, their Caddo tribal or ethnic affiliation 
is not known. Hopefully future work along the Red 
River and lower Sulphur River will clarify these 
ethnic attributions and material culture trends as 
well as acquire more substantive information about 
the Historic Caddo archaeological record in this part 
of Northeast Texas.
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Analysis of the Historic caddo ceramics from 41nA223 in 
Downtown nacogdoches, nacogdoches county, Texas
Timothy K. Perttula 
InTroDucTIon AnD PurPoSE  
oF THE STuDY
In 1999, the late Dr. James E. Corbin of Ste-
phen F. Austin University in Nacogdoches, Texas, 
recorded 41NA223 in a proposed parking lot as-
sociated with offices for the City of Nacogdoches. 
The site is located on the southern edge of an upland 
ridge (290 ft. amsl) between Banita Creek and La 
Nana Creek, southward-flowing tributaries of the 
Angelina River, and the area around it has a number 
of commercial buildings. 
During the course of development of the park-
ing lot for the County Courthouse of Nacogdoches, 
Caddo ceramics, animal bones, and late 18th-early 
19th century European artifacts were found on the 
surface in disturbed contexts. Corbin initiated some 
limited archeological investigations in the parking 
lot area to determine what these artifacts represented 
functionally and culturally, as well as to assess the 
contextual integrity of any remaining archaeological 
deposits (Corbin 1999). Although no final conclu-
sions were ever reached, Corbin concluded that 
41NA223 represented a protohistoric or historic 
Caddo site and/or the site of the 1804 Guadalupe del 
Pilar mission church (Middlebrook 2007:113). 
In the course of those investigations—primarily 
a short trench and minimal hand excavations along 
the trench where a single pit feature (Feature 1) 
had been exposed—a small assemblage of Caddo 
ceramic sherds (111 sherds and 60 sherdlets) were 
recovered from 41NA223. These sherds are the 
subject of this article.
The purpose of this study of the 41NA223 
ceramics is two-fold. First, I wish to thoroughly 
analyze the sherd collection in stylistic and tech-
nological terms to ascertain if the sherd collection 
is Historic Caddo in age, and if so, determine the 
general characteristics of this assemblage. And 
second, since “understanding the Caddo ceramics 
of Historic natives will be essential for workers in 
this area” (Middlebrook 2007:114), particularly in 
unraveling the archaeological signatures of differ-
ent Caddo groups that lived in the Angelina River 
basin, I hoped to make some head way in comparing 
the nature of this Historic Caddo assemblage with 
other recently described Caddo sherd collections 
from Nacogdoches County and the Neches/Angelina 
river basins.
AnALYSIS METHoDS
Detailed analysis of the ceramic sherds from 
41NA223 (Appendix 1) is based on differences in 
temper, type of sherd (i.e., rim, body, or base), rim 
and lip form (cf. Brown 1996: Figure 2-12), deco-
ration (if present), surface treatment (smoothing, 
burnishing, or polishing; see Rice 1987), and firing 
conditions (cf. Teltser 1993). Sherd cross-sections 
were inspected macroscopically and with a 10X 
hand lens to determine the character of the paste and 
its inclusions. Determining the firing conditions is 
based on the identification of the firing core in the 
sherd cross-sections and the identification of oxida-
tion patterns as defined in Teltser (1993:535-536 
and Figure 2a-h).
More specifically, the following attributes were 
employed in the analysis of the ceramics from 
41NA223: (a) temper, the deliberate and indetermi-
nate materials found in the paste (Rice 1987:411), 
including a variety of tempers (grog or crushed 
sherds, burned bone, hematite, and burned mus-
sel shell) and “particulate matters of some size;” 
(b) although most of the sherds are small and thus 
from indeterminate vessel forms, where sherds 
were large enough, vessel form categories include 
open containers (bowls and carinated bowls) and 
restricted containers, including jars and bottles. 
Other form attributes include rim profile (outflar-
ing or everted, direct or vertical, and inverted) and 
lip profile (rounded, flat, or folded to the exterior). 
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There were no base sherds, so base shape could not 
be recorded. Observations on ceramic sherd cross-
sections permit consideration of oxidation patterns 
(Teltser 1993:Figure 2), namely the conditions under 
which a vessel was fired and then cooled after firing. 
Finally, wall thickness was recorded in millimeters 
(mm), using a vernier caliper, along the mid-section 
of the sherd.
With respect to interior and exterior surface 
treatment on the sherds, the primary methods of 
finishing the surface of Caddo vessels includes 
smoothing, burnishing, and polishing, although 
a few sherds may still have scraping marks from 
initial surface treatment work by the potter. Brush-
ing, a popular method of roughening the surface of 
Middle, Late, and Historic Caddo cooking jars in 
the Neches/Angelina river basins with stiff bundles 
of grasses, is considered a decorative treatment here 
rather than solely a functional surface treatment (cf. 
Rice 1987:138). A roughened and brushed pot would 
certainly have been easier to pick up and carry than 
would an unroughened or smoothed vessel, but be-
cause the brushing was applied to be an integral part 
of the decoration of both rim and body vessel surface, 
I de-emphasize it as a surface treatment. Smoothing 
creates “a finer and more regular surface…[and] 
has a matte rather than a lustrous surface” (Rice 
1987:138). Burnishing creates an irregular lustrous 
finish marked by parallel facets left by the burnishing 
tool (perhaps a smoothed pebble or bone). A polished 
surface treatment is marked by a uniform and highly 
lustrous surface finish, done when the vessel is dry, 
but without “the pronounced parallel facets produced 
by burnishing leather-hard clay” (Rice 1987:138).
The application of a hematite-rich clay slip, 
black after firing in a reducing environment, is 
another form of surface treatment noted in this as-
semblage. The clay slip was typically applied to the 
vessel exterior, and then was burnished or polished 
after it was leather-hard or dry. In other instances, 
a kaolin-rich clay was applied as a pigment to en-
graved ceramic vessels.
Decorative techniques present in the 41NA223 
ceramic sherd collection include engraving, incis-
ing, brushing, and neck banding, and on certain 
sherds, combinations of decorative techniques (i.e., 
brushed-incised and brushed-appliqued) created the 
decorative elements and motifs. Engraving was done 
with a sharp tool when the vessel was either leather-
hard or after it was fired, while the other decorative 
techniques were executed with tools (incising with 
wood or bone sticks or dowels), by adding strips of 
clay to the wet body (appliqué), using frayed sticks 
or grass stems (brushing) across the vessel surface, 
or corrugating vessel coils when the vessel was wet 
or still plastic to create a series of neck bands.
THE HISTorIc cADDo cErAMIcS 
FroM 41nA223
The sherd assemblage from 41NA223 includes 
111 sherds and 60 sherdlets, those sherds less than 
1/4-inch on a side (Appendix 2). Other than a simple 
tabulation of the sherdlets, they were not examined 
for this ceramic study. There are 63 plain sherds—
five rims and 58 body sherds—and 48 decorated 
sherds (see Appendix 1).
DEcorATIonS on THE cErAMIc 
VESSEL SHErDS
The sherds from 41NA223 are readily separable 
into fine wares or utility wares, following the distinc-
tions employed by Schambach and Miller (1984) 
in their analysis of the ceramics from the Historic 
Caddo Cedar Grove site in the Great Bend area in 
southwestern Arkansas. These distinctions include 
apparent differences in temper (or the amount and 
size of the temper), surface treatment, vessel forms, 
and decorative methods. Fine wares consist of en-
graved or engraved-slipped sherds from carinated 
bowls, bowls, and bottles. The fine ware sherds 
more frequently will be smoothed, burnished, and/or 
polished on the exterior vessel surface. Utility ware 
sherds generally are from jars and simple bowls used 
for the cooking and storage of foods, generally have 
a coarse temper, and lack burnishing, polishing, or 
slipping on interior and exterior vessel surfaces. Such 
vessel sherds are decorated with brushing, incis-
ing, punctations, and appliqued elements, either by 
themselves, or in combination with one or more of 
these decorative methods (see Schambach and Miller 
1984; Suhm and Jelks 1962). Of the 48 decorated 
sherds from 41NA223, 45.8% are from fine ware 
vessels (all with engraving), and the remaining deco-
rated sherds (54.2%) are from utility ware vessels, 
most of these having brushed decorations.
Engraved (n=22)
The 22 engraved sherds from 41NA223 in-
clude nine rims and 13 body sherds. Each of the 
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rims appears to be from a separate vessel. Four of 
the engraved sherds (including two bone-tempered 
rims) are from Patton Engraved vessels (Figure 
1f), probably globular bowls. These have sets of 
horizontal, diagonal, or parallel engraved lines with 
either triangular or linear-shaped tick marks on the 
engraved lines. In two instances, a white kaolin clay 
pigment has been rubbed in the engraved lines. One 
of the Patton Engraved rim sherds (see Figure 1f) 
has a black slip on its exterior surface. 
Patton Engraved is the principal engraved fine 
ware in all Historic Caddo Allen phase sites in the 
Neches and Angelina river basins (see Fields 1995; 
Middlebrook 2007:Table 1). Although this type 
of pottery is present in considerable numbers on 
post A.D. 1650 Allen phase sites, information is 
not currently readily available on when Patton En-
graved vessels were no longer being manufactured 
by Hasinai Caddo groups living in the area around 
Nacogdoches. From its recovery at Spanish mission 
sites occupied until the early 1770s, it is known that 
it was made as late as the latter part of the 18th
 cen-
tury. The absence or lack of study of post-A.D. 1770 
Caddo sites hinders a more refined terminal date for 
the manufacture of this distinctive fine ware (the 
work by Tom Middlebrook on the Plaza Principal in 
Nacogdoches may greatly clarify this issue), but it is 
possible that Patton Engraved vessels were made by 
Hasinai Caddo potters as long as they remained in 
the Nacogdoches area, that being the mid-1830s.
Based on comparisons with Natchitoches 
Engraved vessels from the site of Los Adaes 
(Gregory and Avery 2007:38, 40-41), six sherds 
from 41NA223, including four rims (one of which 
has an exterior black slip) from bowls or carinated 
bowls, are from Natchitoches Engraved vessels (see 
Figure 1b, d-e, g). These have scrolls and hatched 
zones with scroll lines having small triangular tick 
marks, zig-zag lines on the rim (see Figure 1e), 
and another rim has a small negative oval within a 
narrow engraved panel. According to Middlebrook 
(2007:Table 1) Natchitoches Engraved sherds or 
vessels have been found in several other sites in Na-
cogdoches County, including Mayhew (69 sherds) 
on Bayou Loco and Joe Little on Attoyac Bayou 
(two vessels). Middlebrook (2007:114) also noted 
Figure 1. Engraved sherds from 41NA223: a, opposed curvilinear lines; b, d-e, g, Natchitoches Engraved; c, horizontal 
lines on the rim; f, Patton Engraved. Provenience: a, Lot 24; b, g, Lot 25; c, Lot 19; d, Lot 22; e, Lot 4; f, Lot 3 (see 
Appendix 1).
a b
c
d
e f g
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that at least one Natchitoches Engraved vessel was 
found at the Luther Howell site in Sabine County, 
on the east side of Attoyac Bayou.
None of the other 12 engraved sherds can be 
confidently classified to a specific engraved Caddo 
pottery type, but none of them are from bottles. One 
rim has widely-spaced horizontal engraved lines 
(see Figure 1c), but no tick marks, while two other 
rims have either opposed lines or a combination of 
horizontal and vertical lines that created a zone filled 
with hatching. Indeterminate engraved body include 
one with opposed lines (see Figure 1a); two body 
sherds have widely-spaced curvilinear lines and a 
third with a single curvilinear line; two have single 
straight lines; two others have closely-spaced sets of 
parallel lines; and the last body sherd has opposed 
engraved lines on it.  
Brushed (n=17)
Most of the brushed sherds (n=14 or 82%) have 
parallel brushing marks (Figure 2b) on the body 
of jars. The remainder have overlapping brushing 
marks (n=3, Figure 2a). 
Brushed-Incised (n=2)
Two body sherds have vertical brushing and 
incised lines below an area on the vessel that appears 
to have been deliberately roughened. The brushed-
incised decoration covered some portion of the body 
of cooking jars.
Brushed-Appliqued (n=1)
The one brushed appliqued body sherd has 
parallel brushing on one side of a straight appliqued 
fillet. These elements are probably oriented verti-
cally on the body of a cooking jar, and the appliqued 
fillets served to define a number of brushed panels 
on the vessel body surface.
Incised (n=5)
The incised sherds from 41NA223 have simple 
geometric designs, consisting of parallel incised lines 
with either close (n=2) or widely-spaced (n=2) lines 
(see Figure 2c) or broad opposing incised lines. The 
parallel incised decorative element (see Figure 2c) on 
Figure 2. Decorated utility wares: a, overlapping brushed; b, parallel brushed; c, parallel incised lines; d, neck banded. 
Provenience: a, Lot 2; b, Lot 25; c, Lot 31; d, Lot 5.
a b
c
d
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one sherd may be part of a repeating set of vertical 
incised lines on the body of a cooking jar, perhaps a 
style of Emory Punctated-Incised vessel (see Gregory 
and Avery 2007:55) common at Los Adaes. 
Three of the incised sherds are from shell-tem-
pered vessels, and thus they are likely from Ebarb 
Incised vessels (see Gregory and Avery 2007:45-48) 
or from the body of Emory Punctated vessels that 
have both punctated (on the rim) and incised (on the 
body) decorative elements (see Gregory and Avery 
2007:55-56). 
neck Banded (n=1)
The one neck banded sherd has at least three 
horizontal rows of broad corrugations or neck bands 
(see Figure 2d) on what appears to be the lower part 
of a jar rim. Neck banding as a decoration is not 
particularly common in any prehistoric or historic 
Caddo sites in the Angelina river basin, but has been 
reported in low numbers (i.e., n=7 sherds out of 
more than 20,000 decorated sherds) from Historic 
Caddo sites on Bayou Loco to the west (at Mayhew, 
Iron Rock, Loco Bottoms, Deshazo, and Henry M.) 
and at 41NA67 on Attoyac Bayou (Middlebrook 
2007:Table 1).
Plain Sherds
The plain to decorated sherd ratio in the 
41NA223 sherd collection is 1.31:1 (63:48), indi-
cating a relatively high proportion of decoration on 
both the rim and the body of a number of the vessels 
that were broken and discarded at the site. Still, the 
five plain rims (almost 36% of all the rims), and the 
proportion of plain to decorated rims (1:1.8), sug-
gests that plain vessels are a significant part of the 
ceramic assemblage at the site. At the same time, 
there are no obvious plain wares with European 
influences (i.e., in shape or rim form) or “Rule of 
Two” plain wares (Gregory and Avery 2007:33-34 
and 71-76) in the 41NA223 collection. The plain 
rims have rim and lip profiles consistent with bowl 
and jar forms.
rim and Lip Form
There are 14 rims in the small sherd collection, 
nine in the fine wares and five plain rims. Where rim 
form could be determined, the fine ware rims have 
either inverted (n=3) or direct (n=4) rims from bowls 
or carinated bowls, while the plain vessels have 
both everted (n=2) and direct (n=2) rims; the plain 
everted rims may be from wide-mouthed jars. With 
respect to the lip form of these rims, rounded lips 
are common in both the fine wares (n=4) and plain 
wares (n=4), but flat lips (n=3) and rounded, exterior 
folded lips (n=2) are particularly characteristic of the 
fine wares from 41NA223. 
use of Temper
The 41NA223 sherds are from vessels primarily 
tempered with crushed and burned bone, sometimes 
with a very coarse texture. Approximately 82% of the 
sherds have bone temper, either by itself or in combi-
nation with grog or hematite inclusions (Table 1). 
Why use bone as a temper? In addition to it 
likely being a matter of personal preference or part 
of a family stylistic tradition for particular Caddo 
potters, the addition of coarse fragments of crushed 
bone (and hematite) would have made the clay more 
plastic and increased its strength and use-life, prop-
erties that were important in the successful manu-
facture of durable pottery vessels. For these—and 
probably other—reasons, the Caddo potters living 
primarily in the Angelina, Attoyac, and middle Sa-
bine river basins in East Texas and northwest Loui-
siana chose bone as the principal temper in ceramic 
vessel manufacture and apparently shared a common 
ceramic heritage. These sites, all of which have 
abundant brushed pottery, date from Middle Caddo 
(ca. A.D. 1200-1400) to Historic Caddo times (Pert-
tula 2002:370). They include prehistoric Caddo sites 
such as Washington Square (41NA49, 45% bone 
temper), various sites at Lake Naconiche (40-60% 
bone temper) on Naconiche Creek, sites at Lake Sam 
Rayburn (25-50% bone temper), and several sites 
at Toledo Bend Reservoir (76-86% bone temper). 
In the case of Historic Caddo sites, the Mayhew 
(41NA21), Steven Spradley (41NA206), and mis-
sion San Jose de los Nasoni sites (41RK191, 197, 
200), also have high amounts of bone-tempered pot-
tery (50-90%). At Mission Dolores de los Ais, 80% 
of the pottery there is bone-tempered, but brushed 
pottery is absent (Perttula 2007:Table 1).
Hematite and grog are decidedly secondary 
temper inclusions, since they occur most frequently 
in combination with large amounts of burned bone. 
Slightly more than 5% of the 41NA223 sherds are 
shell-tempered. The use of shell temper in Caddo 
ceramics from the Angelina River basin is a very 
rare occurrence (Tom Middlebrook, September 2007 
personal communication), and it is likely that these 
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sherds are from Historic Caddo vessels made along 
the Red River in northwestern Louisiana or in the 
Los Adaes area where shell-tempered vessels in 18th 
and 19th century contexts are quite abundant (see 
Girard 2007:Figure 1).
Sherds with a sandy paste account for 12.6% 
of the 41NA223 sherds (see Table 1). Most of these 
are either from utility ware sherds (11.5%) or plain 
ware sherds (15.9%), while only 4.5% of the fine 
wares have a sandy paste. It is suspected that these 
differences are apparent because Caddo potters 
recognized that sandy clays held up better to heat-
related stresses and helped with vessel porosity 
and thermal conductivity, all beneficial in vessels 
designed to receive repeated use for cooking and 
heating foods and liquids.
Surface Treatment
Many of the sherds from 41NA223 retain evi-
dence of smoothing or burnishing on interior and/or 
exterior surfaces (Table 2). The fine wares are more 
frequently burnished on interior and exterior vessel 
surfaces than either the decorated utility wares or 
plain wares, while utility wares are most commonly 
smoothed on their interior surface. 
The smoothing of utility ware interior vessel 
surfaces was probably done to lower the permeability 
and increase the heating effectiveness of particular 
vessels in cooking tasks (cf. Rice 1996:148). With the 
fine wares, the well-smoothed or burnished interior 
surfaces may have been advantageous in the repeated 
use of these wares as food serving vessels. The pur-
pose of exterior smoothing and burnishing may have 
been for stylistic and display purposes, creating a 
flat and lustrous surface well-suited to highlight the 
engraved (and sometimes pigment-filled) and slipped 
exterior surfaces of the fine ware vessels.
Plain wares represent an amalgam of the fine 
wares and utility wares in the 41NA223 assemblage 
(i.e., the plain sherds likely originated from both 
decorated utility wares and fine wares as well as 
plain vessels), and the surface treatment evidence 
reflects this. About 11% of the plain wares are 
Table 1. Temper in the 41nA223 sherds.
Temper and paste combinations No. Percent
Bone/clay paste 60 54.1
Bone-hematite/clay paste 15 13.5
Grog-bone/clay paste 9 8.1
Bone/sandy paste 7 6.3
Shell/clay paste 5 4.5
Grog/sandy paste 3 2.7
Grog-hematite/clay paste 3 2.7
Grog/clay paste 2 1.8
No temper/sandy paste 2 1.8
No temper/clay paste 2 1.8
Shell-hematite/clay paste 1 0.9
Grog-hematite/sandy paste 1 0.9
Hematite/sandy paste 1 0.9
Total with bone temper 91 82.0
Total with hematite temper 21 19.0
Total with grog temper 18 16.2
Total with shell temper 6 5.4
Total with no temper 4 3.6
Total with clay/silt paste 97 87.4
Total with sandy paste 14 12.6
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burnished on their exterior surfaces—a much lower 
frequency (5 times less) than the fine wares—com-
pared to about 8% on the interior vessel surfaces. 
Nevertheless, burnished surfaces on the plain rim 
and body sherds are at least two times more common 
than are burnished surfaces in the utility ware sherds 
(see Table 2). Between 16-19% of the interior and 
exterior surfaces of the plain sherds are smoothed, 
very comparable to the decorated fine ware sherds 
rather than the decorated utility ware sherds, as less 
than 8% of the latter are smoothed on the exterior 
surface. This data suggests that some of the plain 
wares were treated as fine wares—being well-
smoothed and burnished—but probably in other 
cases were also used for the serving and cooking of 
foods and liquids.
Vessel Wall Thickness
The vessel sherds from 41NA223 are from rela-
tively thin-walled and well-shaped vessels (Table 3). 
Rims range from 5.59-6.50 mm in mean thickness, 
while body sherds range from 6.02-6.74 mm in 
mean thickness. 
The fine ware vessel sherds are thinner than 
the decorated utility ware or plain ware sherds, par-
ticularly along the rim. These variations in vessel 
wall thickness are likely related to functional and 
technological differences in how these different 
wares were intended to be used by Caddo potters. 
The more substantial vessel walls in the utility wares 
would be well suited to the cooking and heating of 
foods and liquids and would have contributed to 
their ability to withstand heat-related stresses. Fine 
wares were probably intended for use in the serving 
of foods and liquids. 
Another factor that would influence vessel body 
wall thickness would be the sequence in which a 
vessel was constructed (Krause 2007:35). Vessels 
constructed from the bottom up, as these Historic 
Caddo vessels likely were, would tend to have thin-
ner walls moving up the vessel body towards the 
rim, with the lower portion of the vessel—especially 
the base—usually significantly thicker than the up-
per portions of the vessel.
FIrInG conDITIonS
The Caddo vessel sherds from 41NA223 
were fired primarily in a reducing or low oxygen 
environment, probably by smothering the vessel 
in a bed of coals from a wood fire. This method 
of firing is typical of Caddo ceramic assemblages 
throughout East Texas. After firing, most of the 
vessels were apparently cooled in a high oxygen 
environment (especially the plain wares and the fine 
wares), meaning that the fire-hardened vessels were 
Table 3. Mean thickness of sherds (in mm) in the 41nA223 ceramic assemblage.
Sherd Type Fine wares  Utility wares  Plain wares
Rim  5.59 ± 0.37  –   6.50 ± 0.96
Body 6.02 ± 0.86  6.74 ± 0.79  6.66 ± 0.88
Table 2. Surface Treatment in the 41nA223 sherds.
Surface Treatment Fine wares Utility wares Plain wares
Interior smoothed 18.2* 34.6 19.0
Exterior smoothed 18.2 7.7 15.9
Interior Burnished 40.9 3.8 7.9
Exterior Burnished 59.1 0.0 11.1
N 22 26 63
*percentage
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probably removed from the fire to cool, producing 
a thin oxidized or lighter surface on either one 
(i.e., firing conditions G and H) or both (i.e., firing 
condition F) vessel surface (Table 4).
The consistency in how the vessels at 41NA223 
were fired indicates that the Caddo potters who 
made those vessels were well-versed in regulating 
firing and cooling temperatures as well as main-
taining control over the final finished end product, 
namely the manufacture of durable and relatively 
hard vessels.
Instrumental neutron Activation Analysis
A Patton Engraved rim sherd (see Figure 1f) was 
subjected to instrumental neutron activation analysis 
by the Missouri University Research Reactor as part 
of a continuing study of the production and exchange 
of ceramic pottery vessels between different Caddo 
and non-Caddo groups (cf. Perttula 2002). This 
analysis indicates that this vessel was made from lo-
cal clays, probably alluvial clays (Jeffrey Ferguson, 
August 2007 personal communication). Sherds from 
vessels made with similar local clays include ex-
amples from the nearby Washington Square site and 
the Henry M. site; this latter site was occupied during 
Historic Caddo times (Middlebrook 2007:Table 1).
concLuSIonS
The Caddo ceramic vessel sherds from 
41NA223 are from vessels made during the Historic 
Caddo period: the identification of both Patton 
Engraved and Natchitoches Engraved sherds in 
the collection substantiate that conclusion. Other 
than engraved wares, the decorated utility wares 
principally consist of vessels decorated with 
brushed, or brushed-incised and brushed-appliqued 
elements. Proportionally, however, the amount of 
brushed pottery among either all the decorated 
sherds (41.7%) or among all the sherds (18.1%) is 
not particularly abundant (see below). The absolute 
age of the ceramics from the site remain uncertain, 
but because of the association of the Caddo ceramics 
with archaeological deposits (especially Feature 1) 
containing late 18th
 to early 19th century European 
artifacts, I am inclined to view the 41NA223 Caddo 
ceramics as belonging to an assemblage made by a 
Caddo group between ca. A.D. 1750-1800. 
The 41NA223 sherds are from engraved and/or 
slipped fine ware vessels (bowls and carinated bowls), 
wet-paste decorated utility ware vessels (jars and 
simple bowls), and plain wares (bowls and jars). The 
vessels are thin-walled forms tempered primarily with 
bone, fired principally in a low oxygen or reducing 
environment, and were either burnished (in the case of 
the fine wares) or smoothed (in the case of a number 
of the utility ware sherds) on one or both vessel sur-
faces. These vessels were probably made from local 
clays, except for the few shell-tempered vessel sherds 
among the utility ware and plain ware collections. 
These shell-tempered vessels may have been obtained 
from other Caddo groups living in north Louisiana 
(see Girard 2007; Gregory and Avery 2007).
Are there any hints in the 41NA223 ceramic 
assemblage as to which Caddo group may have 
made the ceramics found at the site? Middlebrook 
(2007:Table 1) has provided a useful means of 
comparison between generally contemporaneous 
Historic Caddo sites by focusing on three attributes 
of assemblages: (1) the percentage of brushed 
Table 4. Firing conditions in the 41nA223 sherds.
Firing Condition* Fine wares Utility wares Plain wares
Oxidized (A) 18.2** 0.0 4.8
Incompletely Oxidized 4.5 7.7 3.2
(C-E)
Reducing (B) 13.6 50.0 27.0
Reducing, but cooled
in the open air (F-H) 63.6 42.3 65.1
Totals 22 26 63
*Firing condition categories (A-H) follow Teltser (1993:Figure 2a-h)
**percentage
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sherds; (2) the ratio of brushed to plain sherds; and 
(3) the percentage of brushed sherds divided by the 
percentages of brushed and plain sherds in a particular 
assemblage. Table 5 compares the attributes of the 
41NA223 sherd assemblage—albeit a very small 
collection compared to the others listed here, and thus 
probably affected by sample size issues—with 11 other 
Historic Caddo sites in the Angelina River, Bayou 
Loco, Legg Creek, and Attoyac Bayou drainages. The 
differences between the sites are intriguing.
The first and most obvious difference between 
the 41NA223 ceramic assemblage and most of the 
other Historic Caddo sites (with the notable exception 
of 41NA67 in the Attoyac Bayou basin) is the low 
percentage of brushed pottery here, and the relative 
abundance of plain pottery sherds. The low percent-
age of brushed pottery also contributes to the minis-
cule Brushed/Plain ratio at 41NA223, and a low % 
Brushed/Brushed + Plain value. In the Bayou Loco, 
Angelina River, and Legg Creek Caddo sites, brushed 
pottery is very abundant and a pervasive feature of 
these Nacogdoches County Caddo occupations. The 
only Historic Caddo site with a somewhat compa-
rable ceramic assemblage to that from 41NA223 is 
from 41NA67 at Lake Sam Rayburn (Middlebrook 
2007:113). There, the number of brushed sherds 
(n=33) is dwarfed by plain sherds (n=275) as well 
as incised (n=72) and punctated (n=37) sherds (ac-
cording to Middlebrook [2007:113], because of the 
multi-component nature of the site, it is not clear what 
proportion of these sherds can be associated with the 
Historic Caddo occupation); incised and punctated 
sherds are far from common at 41NA223. Brushed 
sherds comprise only 7.2% of the 458 sherds from 
41NA67 (see Table 5).
On the basis of Table 5, it is not possible to cur-
rently link on geographical grounds the 41NA223 
Historic Caddo ceramic assemblage with Caddo 
Table 5. comparisons with selected other Historic caddo sites in nacogdoches county, Texas.
Site* % Brushed** Brushed/Plain % Brushed/Brushed + Plain
41nA223 18.1 0.32 24.2
Angelina River sites
41NA6 65.1 4.61 82.2
41NA15 54.0 4.29 81.1
41NA54 70.2 3.8 79.0
Bayou Loco sites
41NA21 46.2 1.21 54.7
41NA22 48.7 1.34 57.3
41NA23 43.0 1.15 53.5
41NA27 66.1 2.9 74.3
41NA60 63.4 5.2 83.9
41NA111 69.4 5.44 84.5
Legg Creek
41NA44 34.1 1.07 51.8
Attoyac Bayou
41NA67 7.2 0.12 10.7
* Except for 41NA223, the sherd data from the other listed sites is from Middlebrook (2007:Table 1); 
**% Brushed is the percentage of all sherds with brushing as the only surface treatment;
Brushed/Plain is the ratio of brushed sherds to plain or undecorated sherds; and 
% Brushed/Brushed + Plain is the percentage of the sherds with brushing compared to all the sherds 
in a collection that do not have “more elaborate decorative styles such as incised, engraved, or punc-
tated” (Middlebrook 2007:101).
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groups living in the Angelina, Bayou Loco, Legg 
Creek, or Attoyac Bayou drainage basins, situated 
either in the western half of Nacogdoches County 
or in the far southeastern part of the county. It is 
crucial that well-studied Historic Caddo ceramic 
assemblages be obtained from the La Nana and 
Banita creeks area in the central part of the county—
for instance, from the Spradley site (41NA206), 
downstream a few miles from 41NA223 on La Nana 
creek—as that may be where the ethnic affiliations 
lie of the Caddo potters that made the distinctive 
Caddo pottery found at the possible site of the Gua-
dalupe del Pilar mission church.
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APPEnDIX 1, DETAILED ATTrIBuTE AnALYSIS
Provenience Sherd Temper FC ST Th Decoration
  Type*   (mm)
Lot 0 Surface, 0-10 cm
 body b G – 6.0 plain
 body b G – 5.4 plain
 body b A – 7.1 plain
 body b H – 6.7 plain
 body g-b B – 7.2 plain
 body b F I SM 6.5 plain
 body b B – 8.3 plain
 body b G – 5.9 plain
 rim, none G – 6.3 plain
 EV-RO
 body b G – 6.2 plain
 body b H E SM 5.2 plain
 body g G – 8.1 plain
 body b F I SM 7.5 plain
 body none H I/E B 4.6 single curvilinear engraved line
 body g F – 6.2 parallel and widely-spaced  
        incised lines
 body g-h A – 6.3 curvilinear and widely-spaced  
        engraved lines
 body b H E SM 4.5 horizontal and diagonal  
        engraved lines; linear tick  
        marks on diagonal line; white  
        pigment rubbed in engraved  
        lines
 body none B – 6.0 closely spaced parallel  
        engraved lines; cf. Patton  
        Engraved
 body sh F – 6.5 parallel and closely-spaced  
        incised lines
 body b B – 7.5 parallel brushed
 body b B – 7.2 parallel brushed
 body b B – 8.8 parallel brushed
Lot 1 Surface, 0-10 cm
 body sh B – 6.2 parallel and widely-spaced  
        incised lines
 body g F I SM 5.4 overlapping brushed
 body b G I SM 7.1 overlapping brushed
 rim, b F I/E B 6.5 horizontal and vertical  
 INV-FL       engraved lines and
      horizontal hatched zone
 rim, b-h A E B 5.7 horizontal engraved lines with  
 _-FL       linear and triangular tick  
        marks, Patton Engraved
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Provenience Sherd Temper FC ST Th Decoration
  Type*   (mm)
Lot 1, cont. body b-h F I/E B 8.8 plain
 body b F I SM 6.3 plain
 body b G – 5.9 plain
 body b H – 6.5 plain
 body b G E SM 5.9 plain
 body b C – 8.2 plain
 body g-b A I SM 7.1 plain
 body b D – 6.6 plain
 body b B I B 4.9 plain
 body b G – 8.1 plain
 body, sh-h F – 4.6 plain
 Bt rim, b-h G I SM 7.1 plain
 D-RO
Lot 2 Surface, 0-10 cm
 body b B – 7.5 overlapping brushed
Lot 3 Surface, 0-10 cm
 rim, b A I/E B 5.6 Patton Engraved, horizontal  
 INV-RO       engraved line with triangular  
        tick marks; black ext. slip
 body** b H E SM 7.2 vertical roughened
 body** b H I/E SM 6.3 vertical roughened and  
      diagonal brushed-incised
Lot 4 Surface, 0-10 cm  
 rim, b-h H I/E B 5.2 cf. Natchitoches Engraved;  
 D-RO, ext f       zig-zag lines in panel defined  
        by horizontal engraved lines
Lot 5 Surface, 0-10 cm  
 body h B I B 7.7 3+ rows of neck bands;  
        La Rue Neck Banded
Lot 7 N99/E90, profile
 body b B – 6.5 plain
 body b H – 9.8 plain
 body g-b G I/E B 6.3 plain
 body g-h F – 5.7 plain
 body b B E SM 5.8 plain
 body b G – 5.2 plain
 body b G I SM 4.6 plain
 body b-h B I SM 6.5 plain
 body b H I SM 6.0 plain
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Provenience Sherd Temper FC ST Th Decoration
  Type*   (mm)
Lot 7, cont. body b B E SM 6.6 plain
 rim, –RO b-g F – 8.3 plain
 body b-h F E B 6.5 curvilinear and widely-spaced
      engraved lines
Lot 8 Feature 1, back dirt
 rim g-b F – 4.5 plain
Lot 9 N99/E90, trench  
 body sh F – 6.2 plain
Lot 10 N99/E90, profile trench
 body b B – 6.8 plain
Lot 11 N99/E90, fill from Feature 1
 body b C – 5.3 parallel brushed
 rim, b-h F – 5.6 opposed engraved lines
 _-RO
 body b F E B 7.5 plain
 body none G I SM 6.6 plain
Lot 12 N99/E90, east profile
 body, Jar b B E SM 9.3 plain
Lot 14 N99/E90, 30-40 cm
 body g B – 6.9 plain
Lot 16 N99/E90, Feature 1, back dirt
 body b B – 7.5 parallel brushed
Lot 18 N99/E90, Feature 1, undisturbed matrix  
 body sh H – 4.6 plain
 body b-h G I/E B 7.3 plain
 body b B E SM 4.3 plain
 body b-h B I SM 6.3 parallel brushed
Lot 19 N99/E90, Feature 1, lower fill
 body g F – 6.3 plain
 body b-h G I SM 6.5 plain
 body b B – 7.9 plain
 body b H – 6.0 plain
 body b B – 6.0 parallel brushed
 body b G – 6.4 parallel brushed
 body b C – 5.9 parallel brushed
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Provenience Sherd Temper FC ST Th Decoration
  Type*   (mm)
Lot 19, cont’d body b B E B 4.9 single straight engraved line
 rim, b F E B 6.2 horizontal and widely-spaced
 D-RO, ext f     engraved lines
 33 cm OD
Lot 20 N99/E90, upper ashy fill, south wall
 body b-h B I/E SM 5.7 plain
Lot 21 N99/E90, Feature 1, south wall
 rim, b A I/E B 5.4 horizontal, diagonal, and  
 D-FL       hatched engraved zones, with  
        tick marks on the diagonal
        line, cf. Natchitoches Engraved
Lot 22 N99/E90, Feature 1, bottom ashy layer and east profile
 rim, g-h B – 6.3 plain
 EV-RO
 body b C I SM 7.6 2 closely-spaced straight  
        engraved lines
 body b-h A E B 7.6 plain, black ext. slip
 body b F I SM 6.6 parallel brushed
 rim, b-h F I/E B 4.5 Natchitoches Engraved;  
 D-RO       horizontal lines under lip and  
        hatched circular zone
Lot 23 N99/E90, southeast corner
 body b H – 7.1 broad opposed incised lines
Lot 24 N98/E90, Feature 1, undisturbed fill
 body b B – 8.2 plain
 body b B I/E SM 7.1 plain
 body b G I/E B 6.5 plain
 body g-b B – 7.4 plain
 body b-h G I SM 6.0 parallel brushed
 body b-g B – 8.8 parallel brushed
 body b-h F E B 6.8 opposed curvilinear engraved lines
Lot 25 N98/E90, Feature 1, disturbed
 body b G – 6.8 plain
 body b G E SM 5.3 plain
 body b-g B – 8.0 parallel brushed
 body b G I/E B 6.3 parallel engraved lines, with  
        ticking on the central line;  
        Natchitoches Engraved?
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Provenience Sherd Temper FC ST Th Decoration
  Type*   (mm)
Lot 25, con’d body b G I/E B 6.3 curvilinear engraved lines, one  
        with ticking, and hatched  
        engraved zone, cf.  
        Natchitoches Engraved
Lot 26 N98/E90, Feature 1, disturbed
 body b G I B 4.5 parallel and closely-spaced  
        engraved lines
 rim, none B I/E SM 5.6 small negative engraved oval in  
 INV-RO       horizontal panel under the lip 
Lot 31 Feature 1, 0-10 cm
 body,  b G E B 6.5 plain
 Bt
 body b F – 8.0 plain
 body b F – 6.4 plain
 body b H E SM 6.6 plain
 body sh B I SM 5.4 multiple parallel incised lines
 body g-h B I SM 5.5 parallel brushed and straight  
        appliqued fillet
 body b F I SM 6.6 parallel brushed-incised
 body b G – 6.5 parallel brushed
 body b F I/E SM 7.2 opposed engraved lines
 body b-g G I/E SM 6.8 single straight engraved line
*Rim: INV=inverted; EV=everted; Lip: RO=rounded; FL=flat; ext f=exterior folded
Temper: b=bone; g=grog; h=hematite; sh=shell
FC=firing conditions, follow Teltser (1993: Figure 2)
ST=surface treatment; I=interior; E=exterior; SM=smoothed; B=burnished
Th=thickness; Bt=bottle; OD=orifice diameter
**both sherds are from the same vessel, and are tabulated as one sherd in the main body of the report.
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APPEnDIX 2, InVEnTorY oF SHErDLETS
Provenience  No. of Sherdlets
Lot 0  17
Lot 1  3
Lot 3  1
Lot 7  11
Lot 11  3
Lot 15  1
Lot 18  4
Lot 21  3
Lot 23  1
Lot 24  7
Lot 26  6
Lot 31  2
No Lot #  1
 Totals  60
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Trends and Varieties in Late caddo and Historic caddo Fine 
Ware Pottery Types in the upper neches river Basin
Timothy K. Perttula
One of the goals of recent archaeological 
research investigations in the upper Neches River 
valley in East Texas is to better understand the 
temporal and stylistic character of the post-A.D. 
1400/1450 Frankston and Allen phase Caddo 
ceramic assemblages found in this area. From this 
will hopefully arise a better understanding of the 
settlement history of Caddo peoples living here.
This research has involved a detailed examina-
tion of 278 vessels from burials on seven sites in 
the collections at the Texas Archeological Research 
Laboratory (TARL), 31 vessels from burials at 
41AN38 (Perttula et al. 2007), and a review of other 
vessel data (n=321 vessels) from several other sites 
and diverse collections, both at TARL, in private 
collections, and in archaeological excavations (see 
Perttula 2006; Shafer 1981). In total, I have com-
piled a data base of 630 vessels from 35 different 
sites in Anderson, Cherokee, Henderson, and Smith 
counties, Texas.
The basic composition of the Caddo vessel 
assemblage from upper Neches River burial sites 
includes fine wares (73.3%), decorated utility wares 
(14.9%), and a significant proportion of plain ware 
vessels (11.8%). The principal fine wares are Poynor 
Engraved bowls and carinated bowls (n=229, 49.6% 
of the fine wares), Patton Engraved (n=63, 13.4%), 
Hood Engraved (n=56, 12.1%)—a newly named 
type that comprises effigy ware vessels decorated 
with broad horizontal engraved lines—and Hume 
Engraved (n=54, 11.7%). Among the utility wares, 
the major types include Bullard Brushed (n=21), 
Killough Pinched (n=20), Maydelle Incised (n=11), 
punctated jars (n=9), and brushed-punctated jars 
(n=8). Most of the plain wares are simple bowls 
(n=29), carinated bowls (n=23), and several forms 
of bottles (n=16).
For the moment, I have focused in detail 
on the fine wares from the ceramic vessel data 
base, primarily because they are ubiquitous on 
upper Neches River Caddo sites and because the 
stylistic diversity in the fine wares is amenable 
to a more refined consideration of stylistic and 
temporal changes in these ceramic assemblages. 
This pursuit includes the recognition of distinct 
stylistic motifs and elements in the fine wares; 
attempting to identify varieties of the fine ware 
types that have spatial distributions and an adequate 
site representation; and examining the temporal 
implications of these varieties. Previous vessel 
and sherd seriation analyses (Kleinschmidt 1982; 
Perttula 2007) have already established that Patton 
Engraved is the youngest of the fine ware types in 
the upper Neches River (and it is commonly found 
in association with late 17th
 and early 18th century 
European trade goods; see Cole 1975), with Hume 
Engraved, Hood Engraved, and Poynor Engraved 
having begun to be made around ca. A.D. 1400 or 
so. Hume Engraved is most common apparently in 
post-A.D. 1650 Allen phase contexts, while Poynor 
Engraved is primarily a Frankston phase (ca. A.D. 
1400-1650) type.
Although I have recognized at least 30 Poynor 
Engraved bowl and carinated bowl rim stylistic 
motifs—including several from 41AN38 that may 
be amongst the earliest motifs—five new varieties 
represent more than 73% of the Poynor Engraved 
vessels in the upper Neches River basin. These 
include varieties Blackburn, Cook, Freeman, Hood, 
and Lang (Figure 1); var. Hood is the most common 
(see Figure 1e). In the present vessel assemblages, I 
have also defined three varieties of Hood Engraved 
(var. Cook, var. Hood, and var. Allen), two varieties 
of Hume Engraved and a third unspecified variety, 
that is, a variety in search of a name (Figure 2e-g) 
(var. Allen and var. Hume), and four varieties of 
Patton Engraved (var. Allen, Fair, Freeman, and 
Patton) (Figure 2a-d). Patton Engraved, var. Free-
man (see Figure 2c) is the dominant known variety 
of this type.
Some progress has been made in discerning 
temporal changes in the fine ware varieties beyond 
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Table 1. ceramic Vessel Database from the upper neches river valley in East Texas.
Wares No. of vessels No. of sites Percentage
utility Wares
Killough Pinched 20 10 3.2
Bullard Brushed 21 11 3.3
Maydelle Incised 11 7 1.8
Punctated jar 9 3 1.4
Punctated-appliqued jar 1 1 0.2
La Rue Neck Banded 1 1 0.2
Incised Jar 5 3 0.8
Brushed-incised-punctated jar 1 1 0.2
Brushed-punctated jar 8 4 1.3
Brushed-pinched-appliqued jar 1 1 0.2
Brushed bowl 5 4 0.8
Poynor Brushed 3 2 0.5
Brushed-pinched jar 2 1 0.3
Appliqued jar 1 1 0.2
Brushed-incised jar 3 2 0.5
Incised-punctated jar 1 1 0.2
Incised-pinched jar 1 1 0.2
Subtotal 94 14.9
Plain Wares
Plain bowl 29 14 4.6
Plain jar 6 4 1.0
Plain carinated bowl 23 9 3.7
Plain bottle 16 7 2.5
Subtotal 74 11.8
Fine wares
Simms Engraved, var. Darco 3 1 0.5
Hume Engraved bottles/bowls 50/4 19 8.6
Garland Engraved (?) 1 1 0.2
Unidentified engraved bottle 3 2 0.5
Poynor Engraved bottle 42 15 6.7
Poynor Engraved 229 32 36.3
Hood Engraved 56 22 8.9
Taylor Engraved 6 5 1.0
Patton Engraved 63 10 10.0
Horizontal engraved bowl 1 1 0.2
Natchitoches Engraved 1 1 0.2
Engraved-punctated bowl 1 1 0.2
Red-slipped bowl 2 2 0.3
Subtotal 462 73.3
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the basic distinction between the earlier Poynor 
Engraved varieties and the later Patton Engraved 
varieties. First, Poynor Engraved, var. Freeman ap-
pears to be the latest variety of the Poynor Engraved 
type, and the simple addition of concentric circles 
on the body (see Figure 1i) on this variety, and then 
the addition of ticked marks to body concentric 
circles (see Figure 2c), suggests a clear stylistic link 
between Poynor Engraved, var. Freeman and Patton 
Engraved, var. Freeman. This further suggests that 
Patton Engraved, var. Freeman is the earliest of the 
defined Patton Engraved varieties. This variety of 
Patton Engraved is the dominant one (39.3%) at 
the Richard Patton site (41AN26), along with var. 
Patton (28.6%), var. Fair (14.3%), and var. Allen 
(14.3%). Based on lower proportions of var. Free-
man and var. Patton at the Jim Allen site (41CE12), 
but higher proportions of var. Allen (41.2%) and 
several unspecified varieties, it is suspected that var. 
Allen is a later Patton Engraved variety.
Hood Engraved, var. Allen is found in associa-
tion with Patton Engraved, and is an Allen phase di-
agnostic. This effigy vessel form includes tail riders. 
The other varieties of Hood Engraved have effigy 
heads and tab tails—as well as horizontal engraved 
lines, with var. Cook also having engraved pendant 
triangle elements—and are found in Frankston phase 
temporal contexts. Hume Engraved, var. Allen and 
var. Hume are found primarily in Allen phase con-
texts or late Frankston phase contexts.
Figure 1. Varieties of Poynor Engraved in the upper Neches River basin.
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Figure 2. Defined varieties of Hume Engraved and Patton Engraved in the upper Neches River basin.
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Seed Bead color Patterns from colonial Period Sites  
in Texas and Louisiana
George Avery
ABSTrAcT
This article focuses on the seed beads 
recovered from the Spradley site (41NA206), a 
possible Nacogdoche village site located south of 
Nacogdoches, Texas, and compares the seed bead 
color pattern to that of other colonial period sites in 
the region, including Deshazo (41NA27), Stephens 
(41NA202), Pearson (41RA5), Gilbert (41RA13), 
Roseborough Lake (41BW5), Vinson (41LT1), 
Womack (41LR1), 41HO64, Atlanta State Park 
(41CS37), Ware Acres (41GG31), and the shipwreck 
of La Belle in Texas; and Los Adaes (16NA16) and 
Colfax Ferry (16NA15) in Louisiana.  The possible 
meaning of different seed bead color patterns is 
briefly discussed.
InTroDucTIon
Sorting and inventorying 1/16-inch screened 
material from the Spradley site (41NA206) resulted 
in the identification of a number of seed beads. Seed 
beads are glass beads less than 4 mm in diameter 
which were sewn onto clothing and other personal 
items. The traditional approach to seed bead analy-
sis is to describe the beads according to recognized 
bead classification systems, most notably those of R. 
King Harris and Inus Marie Harris (1967), Kenneth 
E. Kidd and Martha Ann Kidd (1970), and Jeffrey P. 
Brain (1979). The results of most bead classification 
reports are used primarily for chronology and bead 
type distributions. Few studies have focused on seed 
bead color patterns—one notable exception is J. Got-
tfred’s (1997) work on seed beads from several late 
18th
 century sites in the northwestern United States. 
This goal of this article is simply to better understand 
the seed bead color pattern of the Spradley site beads 
by comparing it to other colonial period sites in Texas 
and Louisiana. The possible social ramifications of 
seed bead color patterns are briefly discussed.
THE SPrADLEY SITE (41nA206)
The Spradley site (41NA206) is the site of a 
probable historic period Nacogdoche Indian village 
habitation roughly three miles south of Nacogdo-
ches. The site was recorded by Tom Middlebrook 
in 1998, and it is very important as it represents one 
of the more systematically tested historic period 
Caddo sites in the area (see Middlebrook 2007). 
Middlebrook worked at the site in 1998, Jim Corbin 
directed fieldwork in 2001, and Victor Galan di-
rected the 2003 and 2005 field seasons. The 2005 
field season included the excavation of six 3 x 3 m 
units. Six 1 x 1 m units were water screened through 
1/16-inch window screen during the 2005 season. 
My involvement with the Spradley site came in 
the fall of 2006 with the supervising of sorting and 
inventory of the 2005 water-screened units, which 
had begun in the summer of 2006. The sorting and 
inventory continued in the spring of 2007 with 
students in the Stephen F. Austin State University 
(SFA) Introduction to Archaeology class. SFA stu-
dent workers finished the sorting and inventory by 
working in the summer and fall of 2007. All material 
from the three SFA field seasons at the Spradley site 
is curated at the Dr. Jim Corbin Archaeology Lab at 
SFA. To date, there have been no published reports 
of the archaeological investigations of the Spradley 
site, although several presentations have been made 
at professional meetings (Galan et al. 2004; Bibby 
2006; Galan 2006).
A total of 65 seed beads have been recovered 
from the Spradley site. The colors include white, 
translucent, various shades of blue, green, and 
red (Figure 1). By the end of spring 2007 it was 
clear that the seed bead sample from Spradley was 
different from the seed bead collection from Los 
Adaes (16NA16), a sample I was most familiar 
with. Black is the predominant color for seed beads 
in the Los Adaes collection (Figure 2), and no black 
seed beads have been recovered from Spradley. This 
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observation led me to focus on color and look at 
other colonial period sites in Texas and Louisiana 
to see if any patterns emerged.
BEAD coLor PATTErnS FroM 
coLonIAL PErIoD SITES In 
TEXAS AnD LouISIAnA
Figure 3 shows the location of colonial period 
sites in Texas and Louisiana that have over 100 seed 
beads in their archaeological assemblages. Table 1 
lists these sites, along with the references and bead 
color proportions. Most of the bead contexts are 
burials; the beads from Spradley, Womack, Gilbert, 
Vinson, and Los Adaes are not from burials. Bead 
color in this study is lumped—that is, all the various 
shades of blue are lumped together as simply “blue.” 
There is no distinction made for compound beads in 
this study. Even though some beads with an overall 
white appearance actually have a clear exterior layer 
(e.g., Figure 1a), these beads are lumped with white 
beads. Also, beads with a red exterior and yellowish 
core (e.g., Figure 1g) are described as red. The sim-
plified color categories include white, blue, black, 
red, clear, green, and amber. A pie chart generated 
in Excel and color-corrected in Adobe Photoshop 
was made for each site (Figure 4).
At first glance, several patterns are noticeable. 
Only Los Adaes and Colfax Ferry have predomi-
nantly black seed beads. White seed beads occur 
in almost the same proportions at Spradley and 
Womack, but Spradley has more red, clear, and 
green beads. Roseborough Lake and Pearson are 
remarkably similar—Gilbert and Vinson are fairly 
similar, differing primarily in the proportions of red 
and black beads. Atlanta State Park is distinct by its 
almost total dominance of blue, while Ware Acres 
is distinct for its total absence of blue. Stephens has 
substantially higher proportions of green, while Los 
Adaes has the highest proportion of clear beads.
Jeff Girard was kind enough both to suggest that 
correspondence analysis would help interpret the 
variation and also to perform the analysis (Figure 
5). The correspondence plot shows that Deshazo, 
Stephens, Spradley, 41HO64, Roseborough Lake, 
and Pearson are fairly closely related. Surprisingly 
Figure 1. Seed beads from the Spradley Site (41NA206).
Figure 2. Seed beads from Los Adaes (16NA16).
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Figure 3. Map showing location of colonial period sites in Texas and Louisiana.
Table 1.  Seed Bead Color Totals
Site Date of Occupation Source White Blue Black Red Clear Green Amber Total
Spradley (41NA206) 40 19 0 1 4 1 0 65
Los Adaes (16NA16) 1721-1773 Avery 2004 151 278 512 38 144 4 2 1129
Womack (41LR1) 1700-1730 Harris et al. 1965 760 414 5 8 5 0 0 1192
Gilbert (41RA13) 1740-1767 Jelks 1967 1,209 935 393 388 69 63 22 3079
Roseborough Lake (41BW5) 1720-1780 Miroir et al. 1973 1,267 1,178 37 125 6 11 8 2632
Vinson (41LT1) 1760-1790 Harris et al. 1993 1,054 632 227 522 48 96 82 2661
Pearson (41RA1) 1775-1830* Duffield and Jelks 1961 782 805 25 85 5 7 8 1717
41HO64 late 1600s, early 1700s Perttula 2004 1,172 3,698 11 333 0 0 0 5214
DeShazo (41NA27) 1686-1714 Creel 1982 339 2,675 33 328 0 0 0 3375
Atlanta State Park (41CS37) pre 1700 Harris et al. 1980 4 503 2 1 0 0 0 510
Stephens (41NA202) 1714-1830 Turner pers. comm. 2008 2,067 3,267 202 503 73 910 0 7022
Ware Acres (41GG31) 1700s Jones 1968 906 2 367 711 0 0 0 1986
Colfax Ferry (16NA15) 1764-1820 Webb and Gregory 1965 2,800 1,300 23,000 3,427 223 0 445 31,195
La Belle 1686 Perttula pers. comm. 2008 247,705 323,994 201,444 402 7 12,848 147 786,547
Table 1. Seed Bead color Totals.
enough, Womack and Atlanta State Park are fairly 
close, and all others are not as closely grouped.
The correspondence plot (see Figure 5) also 
shows the seed bead color pattern from the wreck 
of La Belle. Figure 6 shows the seed bead color 
pattern pie chart for La Belle. The comparison of 
La Belle color patterns to that of the other sites is 
most revealing. There are roughly equal amounts of 
white, blue, and black beads, with very small pro-
portions of green, yellow, and red. The only site that 
has roughly equal proportions of three bead color is 
Ware Acres, and this site has 36% red seed beads—a 
color that comprises only 0.05% of the collection of 
beads recovered from La Belle (see Table 1). If the 
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bead assemblage from La Belle represents the bead 
color proportions available in the late 17th century, 
then it is clear that late 17th sites in the study sample, 
including 41HO64, Deshazo, and Atlanta State Park, 
do not reflect the bead color proportions from La 
Belle. Blue is disproportionately represented in all 
three, and red is disproportionately represented at 
Deshazo and 41HO64. Therefore, it is clear that the 
beads are being used in proportions that are being 
determined by the individual bead workers, and not 
by the availability.
DIScuSSIon
So what might this all mean? Differences in 
bead color preference among American Indian 
groups in North America have been noted, and for 
Figure 4. Seed bead color pattern pie charts for colonial period sites in Texas and Louisiana.
some groups—for example, the Plains Indians—
these differences are attributed to ethnic differences 
(see Stine et al. 1996:57). It is likely that at least one, 
if not more, of the sites in this study are associated 
with different tribal groups. Colfax Ferry is a site 
occupied by Pascagoula and Biloxi Indians, and 
as both the pie charts and correspondence analysis 
indicate, Colfax Ferry is very different from most 
of the other sites in this study. Colfax Ferry is most 
closely related to the seed bead color pattern for Los 
Adaes (see Figures 4-5). Womack, Gilbert, Pearson, 
and Vinson are described as “Norteño” sites in their 
respective reports, although Tim Perttula (personal 
communication, 2007) suggests all but Vinson are 
Caddo sites. The remaining sites—Atlanta State 
Park, Roseborough Lake, Ware Acres, 41HO64, De-
shazo, Stephens, and Spradley—can all be described 
as Caddo sites. Ware Acres is considered a Caddo 
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Figure 5. Correspondence analysis for seed bead color patterns from 
colonial period sites in Texas and Louisiana.
White
Blue
Black
Red
Clear
Green
Amber
Figure 6. Seed bead color pattern pie chart for La Belle.
site, but the bead color pattern is very different from 
any other site in the study.
Clearly, any step in associating bead color pat-
tern with social/political groupings, be they family 
groups or tribes, should be taken with caution. 
But, throwing caution to the wind for the moment, 
it is tempting to hazard an interpretation of the re-
markable similarities between the seed bead color 
patterns for the Roseborough Lake and Pearson 
sites, and the less remarkable, but still 
similar seed bead color patterns for 
the Gilbert and Vinson sites. It is pos-
sible that these four sites represent two 
groups being in two different places at 
different times, instead of four groups 
being in four different places. That is, 
given the earlier dates for Rosebor-
ough Lake and Gilbert, and later dates 
for Pearson and Vinson, it is possible 
that one group left the Gilbert site area 
prior to 1770 and went to the Vinson 
site area, and the other group left the 
Roseborough Lake area prior to 1780 
and went to the Pearson site area. 
However, unpublished observations 
of gun parts and a religious medal-
lion from Pearson suggest an earlier 
occupation for the Pearson site (Jay 
C. Blaine, personal communication 
2008). Still, the potential in the future 
to use seed bead color patterns to track 
possible movement of individuals or 
groups through time is an intriguing 
possibility. 
concLuSIonS
The intention of this article is in no way to 
diminish the importance of meticulous description 
of glass seed beads. This will always be a critical 
part of bead analysis. The goal here was simply to 
investigate the variation in seed bead color patterns 
in colonial period sites. This is not a revolutionary 
idea. Bob Turner, the premier bead analyst in East 
Texas, mentioned to me that he had thought about 
it years ago. Seed beads were sewn onto clothing 
and other personal articles in patterns with varying 
colors being used. Since different seed bead color 
patterns have been associated with different social/
political groupings, it is not too much of a leap to 
suggest that seed bead color patterns from archaeo-
logical sites might have potential for providing so-
cial/political information about the people who wore 
the beads. Future research might include counting 
the various colors of seed beads on historic Caddo 
examples of bead work, determining the seed bead 
color patterns, and comparing this to the seed bead 
color patterns found on colonial period sites in Texas 
and Louisiana. 
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